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I n this thesis, we study the fol lowing per turbed Neumann problem 
Qy^ 
s^Au — u + vF = 0，u > 0 in 0 , — 二 0 on dQ, (1) 
ou 
where p satisfies 1 < p < +oo when n = 2 and 1 < p < ^ when n > 3, fl is a 
smooth and bounded domain in R " and v is the outward normal of dVl. 
I n the first par t , we construct a new class of solutions which consist of large 
number of spikes concentrating on an interior straightl ine intersecting w i t h dVi 
orthogonally under some non-degenerate condition. Our results show tha t higher 
dimensional concentration may exist without resonance condition. 
I n [29], Malchiodi has constructed t r ip le- junct ion solutions to the problem 
Au — u + vF = 0, u > 0 in R^ (2) 
by per turb ing a configuration of inf in i te ly many copies of the posit ive solut ion w 
arranged along three rays meeting at a common point , where w is the solut ion of , 
Aw — w + uf = 0 ， w > 0 in R。, 
w{0) = max^e^2 w{y) , w — 0 at oo. 
A n interesting question is whether or not there corresponds to a t r ipe junc t ion 
solutions to (1) in a bounded domain. 
I n the second part , we use the method of part one to construct a t r ip le junc-
t ion solut ion which consist of large number of spikes concentrating on three line 
segments w i t h a common endpoint which intersect w i t h dQ, orthogonal ly under 
some condi t ion on the domain and the boundary. 
I n the last part , we consider layer concentration in the interior of 0 . We 
employ the techniques developed in [49] to extend their result f rom R^ to R^. 
More precisely, let Q C R^, we can construct a solut ion concentrating on a l ine 
segment which intersects w i t h the boundary orthogonally, under a non-degenerate 
condition and a resonance condition. The non-degenerate condi t ion derived here 
is consistent w i t h the one derived in par t one, and the resonance condition is 
needed i n this si tuation. 
摘 要 
在本文中，我们将考虑以下的Neumann边值问题 
f ^Au 一 u + uP = 0 ’ u > 0 , X 6 n , 
^ = 0 , x6 da. (1) 
ov 






Au - u + uP = 0 , u > 0 in R^ 
的丫-型解。这些解是扰动无穷多个0)得到，这些⑴排列在三条相交于一点的直线上，其中⑴ 
是以下问题 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
We consider the fol lowing singularly perturbed el l ipt ic problem 
Qy^ 
e^Au - u + u^ = 0 in Q, u > 0 in 0 , — - 0 on dQ, (1.0.1) 
du 
where 0 is a smooth bounded domain in R ^ w i t h its un i t outer normal i^, N > 2, 
1 < p < ^ ^ for N > 3, whi le p > 1 for N = 2, and e > 0 is a small parameter. 
Problem (1.0.1) is known as the stat ionary equation of the Keller-Segel system 
in chemotaxes [26]. I t can also be viewed as a l im i t ing stat ionary equation for 
the Geirer-Meinhardt system in biological pat tern format ion [16]. Even though 
simple-looking, problem (1.0.1) has a r ich and interesting structure of solutions. 
For the last fifteen years, i t has received considerable attent ion. I n part icular, 
various concentration phenomena exhibited by the solutions of (1.0.1) seem both 
mathematical ly intr iguing and scientifically useful. We refer to three survey ar-
ticles [36], [37] and [45] for backgrounds and references. 
In the pioneering papers [38, 39]，Ni and Takagi proved the existence of least 
energy solutions to (1.0.1), tha t is, a solution u^ w i t h m in ima l energy. Further-
more, they showed in [38, 39] that , for each e > 0 sufficiently small, u^ has a 
spike at the most curved part of the boundary, i.e., the region where the mean 
curvature attains maximum value. 
Since the publ icat ion of [39], problem (1.0.1) has received a great deal of 
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at tent ion and signif icant progress has been made. More specifically, solut ions w i t h 
mu l t ip le boundary peaks as wel l as mul t ip le inter ior peaks have been established. 
(See [4], [3], [8]-[5], [19]-[17], [24]-[25], [40], [46]-[47] and the references therein.) I n 
par t icu lar , i t was established i n Gu i and Wei [19] t ha t for any two given integers 
k > 0,1 > 0 and k + 1 > 0，problem (1.0.1) has a solution with exactly k interior 
spikes and 1 boundary spikes for every e suff iciently small. Fur thermore, L in , N i 
and Wei [27] showed tha t there are at least ⑷二丨广 number of inter ior spikes. 
I t seems na tu ra l to ask i f prob lem (1.0.1) has solutions wh ich "concentrate" 
on higher dimensional sets, e.g. curves, or surfaces. I n th is regard, we ment ion 
tha t i t has been conjectured for a long t ime tha t problem (1.0.1) actually possesses 
solutions which have m—dimensional concentration sets for every 0 < m < N — 1. 
(See e.g. [37].) Progress i n th is direct ion, a l though s t i l l l im i ted, has also been 
made in [2, 31，33，33, 34]. I n par t icu lar , we ment ion the results of Ma lch iod i 
and Montenegro [32, 33] on the existence of solutions concentrat ing on the whole 
boundary provided tha t the sequence £ satisfies some gap condi t ion. The la t ter 
condi t ion is called resonance. 
I n the papers [28]-[33] above, the higher dimensional concentrat ion set is on 
the boundary. A na tu ra l question is i f there are solutions w i t h higher dimensional 
concentrat ion set inside the domain. 
I n th is paper, we consider solutions concentrat ing on interior curves. For-
ma l arguments show tha t concentrat ing curves must have zero mean curvature, 
i.e., must be geodesies. Ma lch iod i [31] constructed solutions concentrat ing on 
geodesies of the boundary along a subsequence e^ — 0. I f the geodesies is con-
ta ined inside the domain, then i t must be a straight l ine. I n th is regard, we 
ment ion tha t the first work was due to Wei and Yang [48] who proved the exis-
tence of spike layer on a l ine intersecting w i t h the boundary or thogonal ly . I n 
48], a geometric condi t ion of non-degeneracy was derived. Furthermore, the do-
ma in is assumed to be two-dimensional and a resonance condi t ion was needed, 
i.e., the existence of solutions was established only along a sequence of e — 0. 
3 
I n al l the papers above on higher dimensional concentrations ([28]-[33j), the 
first approximat ion solut ion is the one-dimensional homoclinics and so resonance 
is inevitable. A n interesting question persits: can one remove the resonance 
condit ion? 
,We shall prove i n the f irst par t of this paper tha t i t is possible to remove the 
resonance condi t ion by using different higher-dimensional approximate solutions. 
We consider the s i tuat ion of [48], but now in a general n—dimensional domain. 
Our a im is to construct another new solutions w i t h large number of spikes con-
centrat ing along a straight- l ine. We generalize the results of [48] i n several ways: 
f irst, we put large number of spikes on the line (the distance between the spikes 
is 0(e | loge|)). Because of this, we remove the gap condi t ion i n [48]. Our results 
hold for all e small. Secondly, we consider a straight l ine in a n—dimensional 
domain. (We believe tha t similar idea may be used to remove the resonance 
condit ions in [28]-[33].) 
We assume that 0 contains a segment Fo which intersects orthogonal ly w i t h 
the boundary of 0 in exactly two points Qi and Q2 and whose length is L. We 
assume that Fo satisfies some non-degeneracy condi t ion we describe below. 
Af ter rotat ions and translat ions we may assume tha t Qi 二 0 and Q2 = 
(0, L) G 股^_1 X R and tha t To is described by 
r 。 = {{x\ XN) e IR"—1 X R ： x' = 0, 0 < XN < L } . 
We assume that the boundary dVi near Qi and Q2 is given by the graphs of two 
smooth functions Lpi : B^N-i{0, p) — R, where B^N-i (0, p) denotes the bal l of 
radius p and center 0 in M " _ i , for some p > 0 small. Furthermore, we assume 
tha t (y^i(0) — 0, 9^2(0) = L, V(^ i (0) = 0 and D^(fi{^) non degenerate, for i = 1, 2. 
I t is not restrict ive to fur ther assume that D^( f i (0 ) is in diagonal form, namely 
D^(pi{0) = d i a g ( A i , . . . , A_/v-i), where A^  represents the pr inc ipal curvatures of dCl 
at Qi -
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A curve C^-close to Fo w i t h end points on dQ can be parametr ized as follows 
l { t ) = _ , tip2{h{L)) + {L - t)if,{h{0))), 0 < t < L , 
where h : [0, L] — R^~^ is a smooth funct ion w i t h /i([0, L]) C B^N-i{0, p). 
Then the length funct ional C is given by 
|7| = C{h) = 「 V l M H L ) ) — ^ i{h{OW + W{tW dt. 
Jo 
I t is straightforward to show tha t Fo is a cr i t ical point for L , namely D C { ^ ) = 0， 
since Fo intersects orthogonal ly w i t h the boundary. Furthermore, the second 
var iat ion of the length funct ional at 0 is given by the quadrat ic fo rm 
D^C{0)[h]^ = 广 |"'(0|2 dt + DV2(O)[/1(L)]' - D^ipi{0)[h{0)]^ 
Jo 
The segment Fo is said to be non-degenerate i f D^C{0) is invert ible in the set 
Fi，2((0, L ) ; R"—i) . Th is amounts to the fact that the problem 
-h"{t) = 0 i n ( 0 ,L ) , D^ipi{0)[h{0)] + h'{0) = 0, D^ipi{0)[h{L)] + h'{L) = 0 
has only the t r i v ia l solut ion h{t) = 0. 
Th is fact is equivalent to the condit ion 
[ I i ^ V i ( o ) 1 
determinant + 0, (1.0.2) 
/ + LL>V2(O) D〜2 (0 ) 
where I denotes the Ident i ty M a t r i x of dimension N — 1. 
Indeed, f rom h!'{t) = 0 we get tha t h{t) = at + 6, for some vectors a and h in 
^AT-i Thus the boundary conditions give 
L>V i (0 )6 + a = 0, L>V2(O)[aL + b] + a = 0. 
Under the condi t ion 1.0.2, the above system has only the solut ion a = 0, b = 0. 
Let N = 2. I n this case (p';(0) = Ai and (P2W 二 - ^ i , where Ai and "4 
denotes the curvatures of dQ respectively at P i and P2. Then condi t ion (1.0.2) 
becomes 
Ai + /^i — LXi j j i i + 0. 
5 
Ai 0 9ii 912 
Let N = 3, D V i ( 0 ) 二 ，with A1A2 + 0, and D V 2 ( O ) = ， 
0 入2 912 922 
L J L 」 
wi th g11g22 - 9i2 + 0. The condit ion (1.0.2) becomes in this case 
'Ai - gu + LXiQii][X2 - g22 + LX2g22] - 9ul^ _ (入1 + 入2)[ + A1A2L^] + 0. 
Let 0； be the unique solution to 
• 
t\w - w + wP = 0, w > 0 in R ^ , 
< (1.0.3) 
^i;(0) = max w(y), w — 0 at 00. 、 yeM^ 
The existence of u is standard and follows f rom well known arguments in the 
calculus of variat ion while the uniqueness follows f rom results of Kwong [22]. uj 
is also nondegenerate, we refer to Appendix C of [39 . 
I t is well-known that the associated linearized eigenvalue problem, 
Ah — h + pwP-^h = Xh in R ^ , [ "2 二 1, h e N ^ ( R ^ ) (1.0.4) 
JmN 
possesses a unique positive eigenvalue Ao and a unique symmetric and positive 
eigenfunction Z. 
Our main result in part one states that under the non-degeneracy condit ion 
(1.0.2), we can put large number of spikes (at a distance 0(e| loge|)) on the r。. 
More precisely we have 
T h e o r e m 1.0.1. Assume Q contains a segment Fo which intersects orthogonally 
with the boundary of Cl in exactly two points Qi and Q2 and whose length is L. 
We assume that Fo satisfies the non-degeneracy condition (1.0.2) described above. 
There exist £〇 > 0 such that, for any 0 < s < ^o and for any integer k with 
l im k = 00 (1.0.5) 
£—0 ^ 
and 
k < - ^ , (1.0.6) 
e ln£ 
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where a > 0 is a constant depending on Q, N and the length L of the segment 
r。，then there exists a solution Ue to Problem (1.0.1). Furthermore there exist k 
points Q^j uniformly distributed along the curve Fo such that 
' ^eW = | j c ( ^ ^ ) + 0 ( l ) , (1.0.7) 
where o ( l ) 一 0 as s — 0 uniformly over compact set of 0 . Moreover, 
dist{Ql Qi)〜^, dist{Ql O2)〜^ 
and 
cMQ5，Q5+i)~^， for 1 < j < k. 
R e m a r k 1.0.1. If we rescale the domain Q to 号，then the distance between the 
spikes is 0 ( l o g ^). We are arranging k—copies ofou on a long line-segment. The 
rriain difficulty is to show that this arrangement is non-degenerate. We notice 
that similar idea has been used by Malchiodi in constructing new entire solutions 
to 
Au u + uP = 0, u > 0 in R ^ (1.0.8) 
Malchiodi [29] has recently constructed positive (infinite energy) solutions of(1.0.8) 
by perturbing a configuration of infinitely many copies of the positive solution u 
arranged along three rays meeting at a common point. It is an interesting question 
if there corresponds to a tripe junction solutions in a bounded domain. 
I n the second part df the paper, we use the same method as used in part one to 
prove the tr ip le junct ion problem mentioned in remark 1.0.1. More precisely, we 
assume that 0 contains three line segments w i th origin as the common endpoint 
which intersect orthogonally w i t h the boundary at exactly three points B i , B2, 
B3. We denote by 
t i = (tn, t12), t2 = (t21,t22), ts = (0, - 1 ) (1.0.9) 
7 
the uni t tangent vectors of the three segments, and by 
n i = ( t i 2 , - t n ) , U2 = (/.22, - , 2 1 ) ， n 3 = ( - 1 ， 0 ) ( 1 - 0 . 1 0 ) 
respectively the un i t normal vectors. Let L i , L2, [?> be the lengths of the three 
segments. We assume the mutua l angles of the three lines satisfy that 
t i Z t j > | . (1.0.11) 
Near the endpoints Bi, B2 and B3 of the segments, the boundary dQ is de-
scribed as 
xni + {hi{x) + L i ) t i , xn2 + {h2{x) + L 2 ) t 2 , xns + {hs{x) + L 3 ) t 3 
respectively, where the functions hi are smooth functions defined in intervals 
which include 0. I t is not restrictive to assume tha t they satisfy ^ ( 0 ) = ^ ( 0 ) = 0 
for al l i = 1, 2,. 
Finally, we denote by ki the scalar curvature of dQ. at the point B i , namely 
ki = - 聊 . 
To state our result i n the second part , we need to introduce a funct ion which, 
as we w i l l show later, measures the interact ion between two bumps w centered 
at two dist inct point . We define ^ ( s ) to be 
^(s) := / w{x - se)div[w^e)dx (1.0.12) 
jR2 
where e is a uni t vector. 
Our main result in this chapter is the following: 
T h e o r e m 1.0.2. Assume Q G R^ contains three segments 1\，1"2，「3 with origin 
as the common endpoint which intersects orthogonally with the boundary of 0 in 
exactly three points Bi ，B) and B^ and whose length is L1,L2 and L3 respectively, 
and satisfy (3.1.2). 
We assume that at least one ki + 爸. 
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Then there exist ^o > 0 such that, for any 0 < e < co and for any real number 
Ls such that 
d l n ^ l < L s , lim6:L3 = 0, (1.0.13) 
£—0 
for some positive constant c > 0 which depends on Cl and the lengths of the seg-
ments, if there exist positive real numbers Li and L2 and integers m, n, 1 satisfying 
the balancing formula 
^{Li)ti + ^{L2)t2 + ^ (L3 ) t3 = 0, (1.0.14) 
and _ _ 一 
(m + \)L, = ^ , (n + \)L, = ^ , (/ + \)L,=孕， （ 1 . 0 . 1 ¾ 
L £ Z E Z c 
then there exists a solution u^ to Problem (1.0.1). Furthermore there exist m+n+/ 
points 
P j , for j = 1 , . . . ’ m, Q], for j = 1 , . . . , n, 
and 
Rp for j = l,...,l 
distributed uniformly at distance eLi, eL2, sL3 respectively along the segments 
Ti, T2, Fs and a point 0^ near the origin such that 
f 6 A 「 / Z — ^ 、 r^-QU , ^ - ^ l J , , ^ - o % , ,1、 
^e{^) = Y^J2Y.扮(~"^)+切(~~^)+秘("^^) +^(^-)+^(i) 
i=l j=l k=l L 
(1.0.16) 
where o ( l ) — 0 as s — 0 uniformly over compacts o /M^. 
R e m a r k 1.0.2. 4^<5 a consequence of the balancing condition (l.O.i4) and the 
choice (1.0.9)-(1.0.10), without loss of generality we can assume that the mutual 
angles of the three lines satisfy that tiZt^ > | + 6>o, h^h > | + 6'o where 9^ is a 
constant Thus we can get that Uj + 0 for i,j = 1，2. 
Condit ions (1.0.14)-(1.0.15) are satisfied under some restrictions on L i or e. 
See the remarks below. 
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R e m a r k 1 .0 .3 . Let L = L3 > > 1 be given and multiply relation (1.0.13) against 
t3 first and then against n3. This gives the system 
^{Li)ti . t3 + ^(L2)t2 . t3 = - ^ ( L ) , 
^ ( L i ) t i . n3 + ^ ( ! 2 ) ^ 2 . ri3 = 0. 
This system is solvable since 
d = {ti . t3){t2 . ri3) — {t2 . t3)(t1 . ri3) = tut21 - t11h2 1^ 0. 
In this case, we thus have 
_ L i ) 二 ^ ^ ( L ) , ^ ( L 2 ) = - f ^ { L ) -
Now, since ^{s) = Cpe~^s~i{l + 0(5"^)) as s — 00，with Cp a positive constant, 
we obtain that 
Li = L — C i , U = L - C2 (1.0.17) 
where 
C i = log 警 + 0(全),C2 = l o g ( - ^ f ) + 0(全). (1.0.18) 
Then the condition (1.0.15) becomes 
U 一 2/ + l = 6Ci(2/ + l ) U _ 2/ + l = [ 以 2 1 + 1) 0 
Ti 一 2m +1 — Ti ， 1 ^ 2n +1 — ^ • ‘ 
R e m a r k 1 .0.4. Let us consider the case Ci = C2 二 0，i.e., 
27T 
t i Z t j = — . (1.0.20) 
In this case, condition (1.0.19) is satisfied if the ratios ^ , ^ are of rational 
numbers of the form | ^ . In this case, we let ^ 二 | J J ^ , ^ 二 ^ ¾. Then we 
choose 2/+1 二（2 r i + l ) ( 2 r 2 + l ) ( 2 A ; + l ) , 2 m + l = (2gi+l)(2r2+l)(2A:+l) , 2 n + l = 
{2q2 + l ) (2ri + l)(2A; + 1)，where 1 « k < y^^. Then (L0.13)-(1.0.15) are 
satisfied. 
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R e m a r k 1.0.5. We consider another case, Ci = C2 7^  0，i.e., Li = L2 + L^. 
(We may assume that Ci 二—二 (¾ > O.J In this case, we assume that Li = [2' 
Then we choose m = n and (m, 1) such that 
k — ^[±1 = ^ ± 1 1 (1.0.21) Li 2m+l 2Li ^ 
which is possible by the following choices: we may always choose a sequence of 
integers m, 1 一 +oo such that 髮 - ^ ¾ 〜-^. Then (1.0.21) is satisfied if we 
choose a sequence ^{m,i)〜‘^ 一 satisfying (1.0.19). 
If Ci + C2, condition (1.0.19) is more complicated. Some conditions on the 
ratio 昏 are needed. 
C2 
By the above remark, we now have the fol lowing corollary 
C o r o l l a r y 1.0.1. Assume 0 G M? contains three segments 1\，[2，[3 with origin as 
the common endpoint which intersects orthogonally the boundary of 0 in exactly 
three points Bi , B2 and B3 and whose lengths are L1,L2 and L^ respectively, and 
satisfy (3.1.2). Assume that at least one ki + l/L^. Furthermore 
27T 
ti ,^ = y (1.0.22) 
and the ratios ^ are rational numbers of the form | ^ . Then problem (1.0.1) 
has a triple-junction solutions for e sufficiently small. 
The result in part one show that we can extend the result in [48] to higher 
dimension by a different type of approximate solution. Whi le in the last part of 
the paper, we employ the techniques developed in [48] to extend their result f rom 
N 二 2 to N 二 3.We further assume that 1 < p < +00. Our main theorem in this 
chapter can be stated as follows: 
T h e o r e m 1.0.3. Let Q G M^； assume that the line segment Fo satisfies the non 
degenerate condition 1.0.2. Given a small constant c，there exists 5o such that for 
all £ < £0 satisfying the following gap condition 
p_7j>2 2 
|Ao — ~ p " ^ | 2 c £ , V A ; G A ^ (1.0.23) 
丄0 
11 
Problem (1.0.1) has a positive solution Ue concentrating along a curve F^ near 
Fo. Near Fo； Ue takes the form 
u M = ^ i - ) { ^ ^ o { l ) ) (1.0.24) 
£* 
where y = {y', ys) G 0 . Moreover, there exists some number co； for y = (jj',ys) ^ 
Q, Us satisfies globally 
Ue{y) < exp[-Co£~^dist{y,re)[ 
and the curve T^ will collapse to Fo as e — 0. 
R e m a r k 1.0.6. Since the boundary mainly affect the domain near the boundary, 
unlike in 2-dimensional case, we choose a different coordinate transformation to 
straighten the boundary, which only change the part near the boundary. 
Chapter 2 
On Spikes Concentrating on a Single Line-Segments to a 
Semilinear Neumann Problem 
2.1 Ansatz and sketch of the proof 
We consider the fo l lowing s ingular ly per tu rbed el l ipt ic prob lem 
8ui 
e^Au - u + u^ = 0 in Q, u > 0 i n 0 , — = 0 on dQ, (2.1.1) 
ou 
where Vt is a smooth bounded domain i n E ^ w i t h i ts un i t outer no rma l "，N > 2, 
1 < p < ^ ^ for N > 3, whi le p > 1 for N = 2，and e > 0 is a smal l parameter. 
B y the scaling x = zz、problem 2.2.1 becomes 
5w 
A t / - u + u^ = 0 i n 仏 ， u > 0 i n ^ , — = 0 on 5 ¾ , (2.1.2) 
av 
where 0^ = { | ： x G 0 } . I n these expanding variables, the segment Fo becomes 
r g := { { x ' , XN) ： x' = 0, 0 < XN < 7>. 
Let i > 0 be a real number and k an integer so tha t 
M = - . (2.1.3) 
已 
Observe tha t under condi t ion (1.0.6) we have tha t H 一 oo as £ 一 0. 
Define 
Pj = [ { j - ^ K + aNj]eN + 〜 j 二 1’ •..，k (2.1.4) 
12 
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where e ^ = (0 , . • •, 0，1) and a j = { a i j , 0¾, . • . , fliv-ij, 0) G M ^ , a ^ j G M. The 
points 
Pj — dNj^N — ^ 3j 
are k po ints d i s t r i bu ted along the scaled segment 孕 at constant distance i one 
f rom the other. Le t us define the vectors 3 j , j 二 1 , . . . , k, to be 
3j = { a i j , a 2 j , . . . , ciNj), for a l l j = 1，... k. (2.1.5) 
We w i l l assume t h a t the vectors a^ are un i f o rm ly bounded, as £ — 0, namely 
|a^|| < b for a l l j==l,...,k. (2.1.6) 
We w i l l denote by V the set of a l l po in ts F), namely 
V = {Pj : j 二 l , . . . , A : } . (2.1.7) 
Let us define the func t ion 
k 
U{x) 二 J2 U j [ x ) , w i t h Uj(x) = [ u j j { x ) i f j { x ) ] (2.1.8) 
j - i 
where 
U j { x ) = U j { x - P j ) 
and 
- A ^ + ^ = 0 in 0 . g = M ^ on 机 . 
Next Lemma, whose proof is contained i n [27], provides a qua l i ta t i ve descrip-
t i o n of the func t ion (pj. 
L e m m a 2.1.1. Assume that M\ l ne | < d{Pj, dVte) < f； for some constant M 
depending on N and a constant 6 > 0 sufficiently small Then 
^j{x) = -(1 + o(l))cj(x - P；) + 0(£糾1) (2.1.9) 
where P* 二 Pj + 2d{Pj, dVle)^p., up. denotes the unit normal at Pj on dQe, cmd 
Pj is the unique point on dVte such that d(Pj, Pj) = d{Pj, dCle). 
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We look for a solut ion of (2.1.2) of the fo rm u 二 U + ¢. We set 
L { ^ ) = -A(/> + cj) - p U " 4 > , (2.1.10) 
k 
E = u p - Y y ” (2.1.11) 
i = i 
and 
N{4>) = {U + ^Y — UP - pUP-l. (2.1.12) 
Problem (2.1.2) gets rewr i t ten as 
L{4>) = E + N{(j)) i n Oe, | ~ 二 0 on dVte-
Consider a cut off funct ion x ^ C°°(0, oo) such tha t 
X{s) = 1 for s < - 1 , and x{s) = 0 for s > 0 . (2.1.13) 
We fix a constant ( > 0 (independent of i ) so tha t the balls of radius 宇，centered 
at different points of V are mutua l l y disjoint, for al l £ large enough. We define 
the compact ly supported funct ions 
Z j i { x ) := X (2|x P;| — !^ + 0 d,,w{^ — Pj) (2.1.14) 
for j 二 1 , . . . , k and i = 1 , . . . , N. Observe tha t , by construct ion ( in fact given 
the choice of C), we have 
/ Zij{x)Zrs{x) dx = 0 , (2.1.15) 
Jn^ 
i f i + r or j + s. 
Consider the fol lowing intermediate non linear projected problem: given the 
points P j in (2.1.4), satisfying (2.1.6), find a funct ion 小 in some proper space and 
numbers Cji such tha t 
' L ⑷ = E + 糊 + Y：kj:J： l^^CjiZ]i i n n 。 
< 盜 二 0 on 5 ¾ , (2.1.16) 
f^ 4>Zji = 0 for j = 1 , . . . , k, i = 1 , . . . , N. 
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We show unique solvabi l i ty of Prob lem (2.1.16) by means of a f ixed po in t argu-
ment . Fur thermore we prove tha t the so lut ion 4> depends smooth ly on the points 
Pj. 
To do so, i n Section 2.2 we develop a solvabi l i ty theory for the l inear pro jected 
prob lem 
y 
L4> = h + X ;J= i J 2 Z i Cj iZ j i i n ^ , 
< ^ = 0 on dQe, (2.1.17) 
、 J 〜 ^ Z j i = 0 for j = 1 , . . .，k , i = 1 , . . .，N • 
for a given r ight hand side h i n some proper space. Rough ly speaking, the l inear 
operator L is a super pos i t ion of the l inear operators 
Lj4) = A4> - • + pujP-\x — Pj)^, Pj e V. 
Once we have the unique solvabi l i ty of Prob lem 2.1.16, wh ich is proved i n 
Section 2.3, i t is clear tha t u 二 U + 小 is indeed an exact so lut ion t o our or ig inal 
Prob lem 2.2.1, w i t h the qua l i ta t ive propert ies described i n Theorem 1.0.1, i f we 
can prove t ha t the constants Cji appearing i n 2.1.16 are al l zero. Th i s can be done 
ad jus t ing proper ly the parameters a^ j = 1 ’ . . .，k , as w i l l be shown i n Section 
2.2, where the proof of Theorem 1.0.1 w i l l be also given. 
2.2 Linear theory 
Our ma in result i n th is section states bounded solvabi l i ty of Prob lem (2.1.17), 
un i fo rm ly i n smal l e, i n points Pj, un i fo rm ly separated f rom each other at distance 
0(t). Indeed we assume tha t the points Pj given by (2.1.4) satisfy constraints 
(2.1.6). 
Given 0 < rj < 1, consider the norms 
||"||* 二 s u p | E e * - 。 l " ( a O I (2.2.1) 
X^Qe j 
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where Pj G V w i t h V defined in (2.1.7). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2.1. Let 6 > 0 be fixed. There exist positive numbers r] G (0，1)， 
£Q and C, such that for all e < So, for all integer k and positive real number 
£ given by (2.1.3) and satisfying (1.0.6), for any points Pj, j = 1 , . . . , k given 
by (2.1.4) and satisfying (2.1.6), there is a unique solution {¢, Cji) to problem 
(2.1.17). Furthermore 
|(/)||, < C\\h\l. (2.2.2) 
The proof of the above Proposit ion, which we postpone to the end of this 
section, is based on Predholm alternative Theorem for compact operator and an 
a-pr ior i bound for solution to (2.1.17) that we state (and prove) next. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2.2. Let 6 > 0 be fixed. Let h with ||/i||* hounded and assume 
that {4>, Cji) is a solution to (2.1.17). Then there exist positive numbers e^ and 
C, such that for all £ < £0, for all integer k and positive real number £ given hy 
(2.1.3) and satisfying (1.0.6)，for any points Pj, j = 1 , . . . , k given by (2.1.4) and 
satisfying (2.1.6), one has 
|0||, < C\\h\U. (2.2.3) 
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Assume there exist 4> solution to (2.1.17) and 
|/i||* — 0, ||(/)||* = 1. 
We prove that 
Cji ~> 0. (2.2.4) 
Mu l t i p l y the equation in (2.1.17) against Z j i and integrate in 仏，we get 
/ L4>Zji{x) = / hZji + Cji / Z j i , 
JVLs JQe Jne 
since (2.1.15) holds true. Given the exponential decay at in f in i ty of ^ . a ; and the 
defini t ion of Z j i in (3.2.9), we get 
[ Z l = [ {d,,cjf + O(e-'0 as £ — 00, (2.2.5) 
JQe A^ 
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for some 6 > 0. On the other hand 
I [ hZjil < C\\h\U [ d,M^ - i^)e-*-AI < C\\h\U. 
JQe Jfle 
Here and in what follows, C stands for a positive constant independent of z, 
as e — 0 (or equivalently independent of i as i — oo). Final ly, i f we wr i te 
% ( x ) - d^s^{x — JPj) and x = X (2|z —尸)| — ^ + 0 , 观 have 
— [ L ^ Z j i { x ) = [ [AZji - 2ji + puj^-\x - P j ) Z j i ] x {2\x — P,-| — i + C)小 
J^e JB{Pj,'^) 
+ f 0 V ( x ( 2 | x - F , | - ^ + C)%)-n 
JdB{Pj/^) 
- [ ^{ZjAx ( 2 | x - Pj\ — £ + C) + 2 V x ( 2 | x — Pj| — £ + C) V Z j ) 
M p j , ^ ) 
+ p [ {U^-' - ujP-\x - Pj)) <j>Z^a (2|o; - Pj\ - ^ + 0 . (2.2.6) 
JB{Pj/^) 
Next we estimate al l the terms of the previous formula. 
Since 
A Z j i — Z j i + pu ;P - \ x — P j ) Z j i = 0， 
we get the first term is 0. Furthermore, we have 
IoB(P,,^) <^V(x ( 2 k - Pj\ — ^ + 0 % ) . n| < CMU foB(P,,i^) e - ( i + * - A l k — ^ . 1 " ^ dx 
<Ce- (^+^ ) i | | 0 | | . 
for some proper ^ > 0. The th i rd integral can be estimated as follows 
[ <P{ZjAx {2\x - Pj\ — £ + C) + 2Vx (2|工-Pj\ - i + C) V%) 
」 刚 , 罕 ) 
.^ 
<CUL / 2 e-(i+*s^t/<sgCe-(i+G*|H|*, 
— J^-i — 
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again for some ^ > 0. Final ly, we observe that in B{Pj,宇）that 
_ — 
\UP-\x) - u;P-\x — Pj)\ < u^-^{x - Pj) Y1 u{x - X i ) . 
^i^Pj 
Having this, we conclude that 
p [ (p-i(:r)-cjP-i(T-i^))0^a:(2|z-P:;]-^^ + O SCe-(i+^|H|* 
^B{Pj/^) 
for a proper ^ > 0, depending on N and p. We thus conclude tha t 
| c i d S C [ e - ( i + ^ M | * + ||"||*] . (2.2.7) 
Thus we get the val id i ty of (2.2.4), since we are assuming ||(^||* = 1 and ||/i||* ^ 0. 
Let now r/ G (0，1). I t is easy to check that the funct ion 
fc 
恢:=^>-”丨.-巧丨， 
j = i 
satisfies 
L W < ^ { f ] ' - l ) W , 
in Oe \ Uj=i” ’ . ,kB(Pj , f ) ) provided p is fixed large enough (independently of £). 
Hence the funct ion W can be used as a barrier to prove the pointwise estimate 
/ \ 
mx) < C | |L0 | | . + Y^ ||^^||Loc(aB(p,,p)) W{x), (2.2.8) 
V j / 
for a l l x e n e \ U j B { P j , p ) . 
Granted these prel iminary estimates, the proof of the result goes by contra-
dict ion. Let us assume there exist a sequence of i tending to oo and a sequence 
of solutions of (2.1.17) for which the inequality is not true. The problem being 
linear, we can reduce to the case where we have a sequence &^、tending to oo and 
sequences h^^\ <^(^),c(^) such that 
| | /1(叫 |*4 0, and ||0(W||* = 1. 
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But (2.2.4) implies that we also have 
| |c(1|* — 0. 
Then (2.2.8) implies that there exists P(") G V (see (2.1.7) for the defini t ion of 
V) such that 
l<5^(1lL°°(5(p(w’p)) ^ C , (2-2.9) 
for some fixed constant C > 0. Using ell iptic estimates together w i t h Ascoli-
Arzela's theorem, we can find a sequence 尸(几）and we can extract, f rom the 
sequence (/>(W(.—尸(几)）a subsequence which w i l l converge (on compact) to (/>oo a 
solut ion of 
( A — l + p ^ P - i ) (^ oo = 0 , 
in R ^ , which is bounded by a constant t imes e _ * l , w i t h r] > 0. Moreover, recall 
that (^⑷ satisfies the orthogonal i ty conditions in (2.1.17). Therefore, the l im i t 
funct ion 0oo also satisfies 
/ 4>oo Vw dx — 0. 
jRN 
But the solution w being non degenerate, this implies that 4>oo 三 0, which is 
certainly in contradict ion w i t h (2.2.9) which implies that 小⑴ is not identically 
equal to 0. 
Having reached a contradiction, this completes the proof of the Proposit ion. 
• 
We can now prove Proposit ion 2.2.1. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2.1. Consider the space 
n = {u e H\ne) • / uZji = 0’ j = 1，..., k, i = 1,...，NY 
J^e 
Notice that the problem (2.1.17) in ¢) gets re-wri t ten as 
^ + K{(j)) = h in n (2.2.10) 
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where h is defined by dual i ty and K : H 一 H is a linear compact operator. Using 
Fredholm's alternative, showing that equation (2.2.10) has a unique solution for 
each h is equivalent to showing that the equation has a unique solution for h 二 0, 
which in t u r n follows f rom Proposit ion 2.2.2. The estimate (2.2.2) follows direct ly 
f rom Proposit ion 2.2.2. This concludes the proof of Proposit ion (2.2.1). 
I n the following, i f 4> is the unique solution given by Proposit ion 2.2.1, we set 
^ = A{h). (2.2.11) 
Estimate (2.2.2) implies 
\\A{h)\U<C\\h\U. (2.2.12) 
2.3 The non linear projected problem 
For small e, large £’ and fixed points P j given by (2.1.4) satisfying constraints 
(2.1.6) we show solvabil i ty in ¢, c j i of the non linear projected problem 
'L、^、= E + ^ + A T U c j i Z j i in ^ , 
< 盜 = 0 on dQe. (2.3.1) 
f〜4>Zji 二 0 for j = 1 , . . . , k, i = 1，..., N. 
We have the val id i ty of the fol lowing result 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3.1. Let S > 0 be fixed. There exist positive numbers £〇，C，and 
^ > 0 such that for all e < e^, for all integer k and positive real number 1 given 
by (2.1.3) and satisfying (1.0.6), for any points Pj, j = 1 , . . . , k given by (2.1.4) 
and satisfying (2.1.6), there is a unique solution (0, Cji) to problem (2.1.16). This 
solution depends continuously on the parameters of the construction (namely aj, 
j = 1 , . . . , k) and furthermore 
| | ^ | | * < C e " ^ ^ . (2.3.2) 
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Proof. The proof relies on the contract ion mapping theorem in the || . | |*-norm 
above introduced. Observe tha t 4> solves (2.1.16) i f and only i f 
(j) = A { E + N { ^ ) ) (2.3.3) 
where A is the operator introduced in (2.2.11). I n other words, 4> solves (2.1.16) 
i f and only i f ¢) is a fixed point for the operator 
T{4>) :=A[E + N{(f)). 
Given r > 0, define 
B = {4> e C^(Qe) ： \WU < re-^^\ [ 4>Zji = 0}. 
Jfle 
We wi l l prove tha t T is a contract ion mapping f rom B in itself. 
To do so, we claim tha t 
| | ^ | | * < C e - ^ ^ (2.3.4) 
and 
l | A ^ ( < / > ) l l * < ^ [ l l ^ l i ; + l l « ] , (2-3.5) 
for some fixed funct ion C independent of £, as £ 一 oo. We postpone the proof 
of the estimates above to the end of the proof of this Proposit ion. Assuming the 
val id i ty of (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) and tak ing into account (2.2.12), we have for any 
^eB 
| |T(0) | | , < C [ | | ^ + . V W | | , ] < C [ e - ^ ^ + r^e-(^+^)^ + r ^ e " ^ ^ ' 
. - i i + ^ i < re 2 ^ 
for a proper choice of r in the defini t ion of B, since p > 1. 
Take now ¢1 and ¢2 in B. Then i t is straightforward to show that 
| 剛 ） - T ( 0 2 ) | | * < C 1 _ i ) - N{¢2)\U 
< C [ | | 0 l | | r ( l ' r l ) + ||6||fn(l'P-l)] 11^ - ^2||* < o{l)U^ — h\U 
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This means that T is a contract ion mapping f rom B into itself. 
To conclude the proof of this Proposit ion we are left to show the val idi ty of 
(2.3.4) and (2.3.5). We start w i t h (2.3.4). 
F ix j e { 1 , . . . , k} and consider the region \x - Pj\ < ^ , where a is a small 
positive number to be chosen later. I n this region the error E, whose defini t ion 
is in (2.1.11), can be estimated in the fol lowing way 
» • 
|^(a;)| < C uj^-\x - Pj) Y , u{x - Pi) + ^ uj^{x - Pi) (2.3.6) 
_ Pi^i Pi7^Pj _ 
< CuJ^-\x — Pj) J2 6-(金 + 命 ) < 
Pi_Pi 
< Cu^-^{x — Pj)e'^i+Mif^)^ e _ i T ^ f 
< Cu;P-\x-Pj)e-'^^ 
for a proper choice of ^ > 0. 
Consider now the region \x - Pj\ > ^ , for al l j . Since 0 < / i < p — 1， 
we wr i te / i = p - 1 - M . From the definit ion of E, we get in the region under 
consideration 
|风工)| < C ^ujP{x-Pj) <C [ e - " l z - P j l e—(P-" )^ (2.3.7) 
< ^ e - ^ l ^ - ^ ^ l 6 - ¾ ^ ^ < ;^e- " |T-P j_ l e - ^ f 
- j J L j -
for some ^ > 0, i f we chose M and a small enough. From (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) we 
get (2.3.4). 
We now prove (2.3.5). Let 4> G B. Then 
|A^(0)| < \{U + 4 > Y - U ^ - v U ^ - ^ 4 > \ < C((^2 + |^P). (2.3.8) 
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Thus we have 
IE , - e " i h P j i A ^ ^ < cu\u m + i ^ r ' ) 
< c m i i + w m -
This gives (2.3.5). 
A direct consequence of the fixed point characterization of 办 given above 
together w i t h the fact tha t the error te rm E depends continuously ( in the * -
norm) on the parameters aj, j = 1, • . . , k is tha t the map ( a i , . . . , a^) 一 小 in to 
the space C ( ^ ) is continuous ( in the * -norm). Th is concludes the proof of the 
Proposit ion. • 
Given points P j defined by (2.1.4), satisfying constraint (2.1.6), Proposit ion 
3.2.1 guarantees the existence (and gives estimates) of a unique solut ion ¢, Cji, 
j = 1 , . . . , k, i = 1 , . . . , N, to Problem (2.1.16). I t is clear then that the funct ion 
u = U + 办 is an exact solut ion to our problem (1.0.1)，with the required properties 
stated in Theorem 1.0.1 i f we show that there exists a configurat ion for the points 
P j tha t gives al l the constants Cji in (2.1.16) equal to zero. I n order to do so 
we first need to find the correct conditions on the points to get cji 二 0. This 
condi t ion is natura l ly given by project ing in L^ {^e) the equation in (2.1.16) into 
the space spanned by Z j i , namely by mul t ip ly ing the equation in (2.1.16) by Z j i 
and integrate al l over Q^- We w i l l do i t in details in the next f inal Section. 
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2.4 Projection of the error and proof of Theo-
rem 1.0.1 
Define the fol lowing k x k ma t r i x 
(lL - 1 0 . . . 0 、 
1 • • • • — 丄 • • • • • • ！ 
T = 0 ••• ••. ••. 0 e M k x k - (2.4.1) 
；••• •.. 2 - 1 
、0 . . . 0 - 1 2 y 
The inverse of T is the ma t r i x whose entries are given by 
{T-^)ij = m m { i J ) - ^ ^ ^ . 
We define the vectors S^ and S^ by 
/o\ f l \ 
: 0 
T S^ := ‘ e R\ T S^ := G R^. (2.4.2) 
0 ： 
v ) W 
I t is easy to check tha t 
f i \ f_±_\ k+l k+1 
fc-1 2 
k+1 k+1 




XM/ \ M / 
We w i l l reorder the parameters a^-, for i = 1 , . . . N and j 二 1 , . . . , k in the 
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fol lowing way: for any j = 1，..., N, 
/ \ %i 
a * = � 2 G^. (2.4.4) 
J • 
\ajk y 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.4.1. Let 4> be the solution of (2.1.16) which has been obtained in 
Proposition 3.2.1. The coefficients Cij are all equal to 0 if and only if the vectors 
a* defined in (2.^.^) are solutions of the nonlinear system 
a* = (1 + fA,>i,-5T + [(1 — ^gjj)akj - f 二的 9ijaki]伊 + e—‘仏 A + Q e M^  
for any j = 1,..., N - 1 
’ a^ 二 一 a i w 5 ^ T — akNS、+ e_&< A + Q G 股\ 
(2.4.5) 
where ^ > 0； A = A ( a i , . . . ,<3fc) and Q = Q ( a i , . . . ,3fc) denote smooth vector 
valued functions (which vary from line to line)，uniformly hounded as e — 0 (or 
equivalently as i ~> oo) and the Taylor expansion of Q with respect to ai ’. • • , a& 
does not involve any constant nor any linear term. Here the vectors d j , j 二 
1 , . . . , k, are defined in (2.1.5) and they satisfy constraints (2.1.6). 
Proof. Observe that al l c^ are zero i f and only i f 
[ { L 4> + E + N _ Zij dx = 0 for al l i, j . 
J^e 
Using the Lemmas below, i t is easy to check that this reduces to the solvabil i ty 
of a nonlinear system in a*, that can be wr i t ten in the desired form using the 
inverse of the matrices T. 
Observe that the norms of the inverses of the mat r i x T blow up at most 
l inearly in k, as k — oo. Under our assumptions (1.0.6), this can be absorbed 
since the error tends to 0 exponentially fast in terms of L • 
Define K : = 1 + ^ ^ . 
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L e m m a 2.4.1. The following expansions hold 
ep^ r T 
-^ ‘ / E Zijdx = {a2j — aij + - X j a i j ) + e"^^^ A + Q , (2.4.6) 
^N,P Jne ^ 
for j = 1 , . . . , N — 1, and 
Zp^ r 
- ^ ‘ / E Z i N d x = K { 3 a i N - a 2 N ) + e-^' '^A + Q . (2.4.7) 
。N,p jQe 
For h 二 2 , . . . , k - 1 
ipK:z2^ 广 
- V ^ / EZhjdx = {ah-i,j - 2auj + a^+i,,) + e"^^^ >1 + Q , (2.4.8) 
。N,p Jn^ 
for j = 1 , . . . , N — 1, and 
e^£^ r 
~^ / E ZhNdx = K,{-ah-i,N + 2a ,^AT - ah+i,N) 
^N,p Jn^ 
+ e - ^ ' ^A + Q . (2.4.9) 
Finally 
^££^ r L 〃 
_ ~ j ^ — — / EZkjdx = {ak-ij - akj - jG'2{O)[ak][ej]) 
^N,p Jrte ^ 
+ e " ^ ^ M + Q , (2.4.10) 
for j = 1,...，N — 1，and 
i f ^ r 
- ^ 7 T ^ / E Z k N d x = K ( 3 a ^ , j v - a k - i , N ) + e - ^ ' ^ A + Q , (2.4.11) 
。N,p JvLe 
where 82 > 0， A = A{ai,...，a^) Q = Q(ai,..., a^) denote smooth vector valued 
functions (which vary from line to line), uniformly bounded as £ — 00 and the 
Taylor expansion of Q with respect to ai,..., a^ does not involve any constant nor 
any linear term. 
Proof. . Given P G V, we would like to estimate 
/ E Z i j d x . 
Jn^ 
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A n impor tant estimate that we w i l l use several t imes to compute the above 
expression is the following: There exists a constant Cjv,p > 0 only depending on 
N and p such that , the fol lowing expansion holds 
p [ w{- - y) w^-' d,.u dx = -CN,pm\) y ‘ e,- + 0(e"^^ 1^ 1), (2.4.12) 
JRN 
where ^ > 1 is a constant which depends on p and N. I n (2.4.12) the funct ion 
^ is defined as follows, for al l s > 0, 
I. 、 —s -E^ 
ip[s) := e s 2 . 
The proof of (2.4.12) is by now standard, we refer to [29] and [27] for details. 
Observe that , given e G M ^ w i t h |e| = 1 and a G M ^ , the fol lowing expansion 
holds 
• ~ e + a | ) ( “ a ) = e " ^ ' r ^ ^ f e - ^ a H + i a ^ ) 
、 Ke + a| V i / 
+ e - ^ ' r ^ O ( | a n , (2.4.13) 
as i 一 oo. Here, we have decomposed a 二 冱丨丨 + 冱丄 where a^ is collinear to e and 
汪丄 is orthogonal to e. 
We have al l the elements now to proceed in the computations of estimates 
(2.4.6)-(2.4.11). 
E s t i m a t e s (2 .4 .6) a n d (2 .4 .7) . Observe that , given the structure of U, the 
fact that the funct ion w decays exponentially and the result in Lemma 2.1.1, we 
can wr i te using Taylor's expansion 
[ E Z i j d x ^ p [ ( ^ 厂 1 [ 1 1 + 一 & 一 + 一《乂 (2.4.14) 
JOe JQe 
where 5s > 1 and A = A{ai,..., 3k) is uni formly bounded as i — oo for vectors 
aj satisfying (2.1.6). 
Let P i be the only point on dQ^ such that d{P i , 5 ¾ ) = d(Pi , P i ) and define 
P* to be F i — Pi = 2(Pi — Pi). Again Lemma 2.1.1 gives that ipi{x) = -uj{x -
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Pi*) + o (e "+ i ) . Then, since Pi = ^eN^am^N^^^i w i t h a： 二 (au , a21,..., aN-i,i) 
and |ttii| < S, we have 
P l — Pi = - { i + 2am)eN + f{Gl{0)[sBil 0) + ( 0 ( £ 〒 ) , 0 { e i ) ) . 
Thus we get f rom (2.4.12) and (3.3.26), for j 1 , . . . , N - 1, 
—p / cjl~^(piZij dx — p / Lol'^u{x — P i ) Z i j dx 
Jrie J^e 
= - C N j - ^ e - ' [elD^GM[^i] . e,-] + e—^A + r ^ e " ^ 
= - C j v J - ^ e - ' [ ^ A , - a J + e _ & M + r ^ e _ W , 
K 
while for j = N, we have 
-p / cjJ"Vi^iiv dx = p / uj{~^uj{x — P i ) Z i j dx 
jQe Joe 
= - C N j - ^ e - ' [ - 1 + 2aiN^] + e - ' ^ M + r ^ e ' ' Q . 
In the above computations we use the fact that by definit ion ^ = M . 
On the other hand a direct use of (2.4.12) and (3.3.26) gives, for j = 1 , . . . , N-
1, 
p [ cjr^uJ2Zij dx = - C N j ' ^ e ' ^ [a2j — aij] + e_&M + r ^ e ' ^ Q , 
jQe ’ 
and, for j = N, 
p [ ujr^LU2ZiN dx = - C N j ' ^ e - ^ [1 - {a2N — 一 一 + e"^^M + r ^ e ' ^ Q . 
JQe 
Put t ing together the above computat ion in (2.4.14) we get the val id i ty of (2.4.6) 
and (2.4.7). 
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E s t i m a t e s (2 .4 .8) a n d (2 .4 .9 ) . Let 1 < h < k. I n this case, we have 
[ E Z h j d x = p [ Ur'[^h-i + c^h+i] Zhj dx + e"^^^ A, (2.4.15) 
JQe J^e 
where 63 > 1 and A 二 A ( a i , . . . , a^) is uni formly bounded as e 一 0 for vectors 
3j satisfying (2.1.6). This fact is again consequence of the exponential decay of 
uj at inf ini ty, and of the result contained in Lemma 2.1.1. 
I n this case, a direct computat ion gives (2.4.8) and (2.4.9). 
E s t i m a t e s (2 .4 .10) a n d (2 .4 .11) . Argu ing as in the case of the proof of 
estimates (2.4.6) and (2.4.7), we get 
[ E Z k j d x = p [ u;l-^[-^k + uJk-i] Zkj dx + e"^^^ A, (2.4.16) 
jQs J^e 
where ^ > 1 and A = ^ ( a i , . . . , a^) is uni formly bounded as £ — 00 for vectors 
3j satisfying (2.1.6). 
Let Pk be the only point on dQe such that d[F%, dQe) = d{Pk, Pk) and define P^ 
to be P i - P k = 2 { P k - P k ) - Again Lemma2.1.1 gives that ( fk{^) = - o ; ( x - P ^ * ) + 
o(e"+i). Then, since Pk = {k-^ )EeN+CLNk^ N+^ k^ with ai = (aii，a2i,.-.，aiv—ii) 
and |ttii| < 5, we have 
P： — Pi = {i — 2aMk>N - ^'(G2(0)[ea,],0) + (0(A2), o(^^)). 
Thus, recalling that f = M, we get f rom (2.4.12) and (3.3.26), f o r j - 1 , . . . , N—1, 
—'p / ul'^ifkZkj dx = p / ul'^u{x- Pl)Zkjdx 
JQe J〜 
=-CN, /-*e- ' [slD^G^m^k . e,-]] + e"^ ^^ A + r ^ e ' ' Q 
= C j v J - ^ e - ' [^ Z^ 2^(0)[a,-e,]l +e-WA + f^e—W, 
rC 
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while for j = N, we have 
—p Lol'^(fkZkN dx = p / oul'^uj{x - Pl)Zkjdx 
JvLe J^e 
= - C N j ' ^ e - ^ [1 + 2cLkNiA + e - ^ A + r ^ e " ^ . 
On the other hand a direct use of (2.4.12) and (3.3.26) gives, for j = 1 , . . . ,N-1, 
p [ i4_^k-iZkjdx = - C N j - ^ e - ^ [a^k-i)j akj] + e"^^M + r ^ e " ^ , 
JVLe 
and, for j = N, 
V [ Lur^uJk-iZkN dx = - C N j - ^ e - ^ [—1 - (a(k - i )N — akN)i^] + e'''^A + r ^ e ' ^ Q . 
Jrie 
This concludes the proof of (2.4.10) and (2.4.11). 
• 
The next result is easier to get. I t reads : 
L e m m a 2.4.2. The following expansions hold 
eH^ [ {L^)Zji dx = e-^'^A, 
JRN 
and 
？ £ 早 [ A T ( 0 ) Zji dx = e-&< A , 
jRN 
where S2 > 0 and A = A{ai,...，a^) denote smooth vector valued functions (which 
vary from line to line), uniformly hounded as 1 ~> 00. 
Proof. The proof of the first estimate follows the line of the proof of Proposit ion 
2.2.2 (see formula (2.2.6) and the subsequent estimates, together w i t h (3.2.11)). 
The proof of the second estimate follows f rom estimate (2.3.5) and (3.2.11). 
• 
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We now explain how (2.4.5) can be solved. We cla im tha t th is system is 
equivalent to 
a* = e-^ ~^^  A + Q (2.4.17) 
where ^ > 0 and A = A{ai,... ,3¾) and Q = Q ( a i , . . • ,3k) satisfy the usual 
assumptions. 
Indeed, by using the expl ic i t expression for S^ and S^ given by (2.4.3), we 
get tha t solving the system (2.4.5) reduces to find a solut ion to the fol lowing non 
linear system in the 2N variables a i j , akj, for j = 1 , . . . , N 
(—1 + L X j ) a i j + (1 - ^ 9 j j ) a k j - ^ [ 9 i j a k i = e'^^^A + Q, 
的 
(1 + j ^ j a i j + ( - 1 - Lgjj)akj L ^ gijCiki = e'^^^A + Q, 
rC .,. 〜+] 
for j 二 1 , . . . ’ N - 1, and 
{2k + 1) aiN + akN = e—~M + Q, 
aijv + (2k + 1 ) akN = e'^'^A + Q, 
for some 0 < 6^ < ^ . Th is system can be solved, and put in diagonal form, 
provided the fol lowing 2N x 2N ma t r i x 
| - I + LG'|{0) / - f C ^ ( 0 ) 0 0 、 
/ + fG^i,(0) - / — LG^(O) 0 0 
Bk ••= 
0 0 2A: + 1 1 
、 0 0 1 2 k ^ l j 
has non zero determinant. I n the above expression I denotes the ident i ty ma t r i x 
of dimension N — 1. Fi rst observe tha t 
, ( - I + LG'm I - ^G'i{0) \ 
det_Bfc = [(2A; + l ) 2 - l ] d e t i、？ ‘ ' ^ • 
V ^ + l ^ i ( 0 ) - i - L c m ) 
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/ - / + LGi,(0) I \ AT ^. 
Denote by B the mat r ix . Now observe that 
V 1 - I - L G ' m j 
((^"fo) I 、 
de tB = ( - L ) ^ - M e t '^ ^ 7^0, 
V^'2(O) I + LG'mj 
since we are assuming the non degeneracy condit ion (1.0.2). Thus we have, since 
we are assuming that k — 00 as e — 0, 
( - 1 + L G m I — ^G'm \ / L^ 1 ( 0 - G ' m \ \ 
det i V 7 ^ 2、乂 = d e t B x d e t I + y B — i 
{ l ^ ^ G ' m - I - L G ' m J V � G _ 0 / / 
= d e t B X 11 + ^ t r IB-i ( •—剛)]+ 0{^] 
V ‘ V Vq(o) • ) ) ‘ ) 
= d e t B ( 1 + 0 (丢 ) )— 0 . 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
I t is now straightforward to prove, using Browder's fixed point theorem, that 
L e m m a 2.4.3. There exist C > 0 and So > 0 such that, for all 0 < e < €0 (or 
equivalently £ large), there exists a solution of (2.4.17) such that 
a*| < Ce:ht for all j = l,...,N. 
Proof. Since we have prove that the fu l ly solvabil i ty of the problem is equivalent 
to 
a* = e- '^ 'A + Q, 
Consider the fol lowing set 
公 = { | a * | < C^e—知“for a l l j = l , . . . ,A^ } . 
for some suitable ^ , we can get a fixed point in 2) of the above equation, so we 
get a solution. 
• 
This last result completes the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. 
Chapter 3 
Tripe Junction Solutions for a Singularly 
Perturbed Neumann Problem 
3.1 Approximate solutions 
I n th is chapter, we consider the t r ip le junc t ion solutions to problem (1.0.1). 
We use the same method as in the first part . 
We consider a large number L ,and L i , L2, Ls e R for which the fol lowing 
condi t ion hold 
\Li - L\ < Co (3.1.1) 
for i = 1, 2, 3 ,where Co is a posit ive constant, and the mutua l angles of the three 
lines satisfy 
t 1 Z t 3 > | , t 2 Z t 3 > | . (3.1.2) 
. B y the scaling x = ez、problem (1.0.1) becomes 
Qy^ 
-Au + u - u^ = 0 in Qe, u > 0 in ^ , 7 二 0 on 5 ¾ , (3.1.3) 
ou 
where 仏 = { f ： x G f t } . 
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Define 
f 0 = {a,P), 
Pi = (Lii + di)ti + Likni, 
< (o.i.4j 
Qj = {L2j + Cj)t2 + L2djn2, 
Rk = {L3k + 6k)ts + L3fkn3. 
\ 
for i = 1 , . . . , m, j = 1,. • • , n, k = 1 , . . . , 1 where 
{m + J ) L i = ^ , (n + hl2 = ^ , {l + i ) L s = ^ . (3.1。5) 
Z 6 Z € ^ c 
We w i l l assume that all the a, f3, a^, bi, Cj, d j , e^, fk are uni formly bounded, as 
£ — 0. 
I t w i l l be convenient to adopt the fol lowing notations: 
a = (ai, tt2,... , CLm) , b = (61, 62,...，Ki), 
c = (ci, C2, . . .，Cn ) , d = (c?i, d2, . . . , dn), 
e = (ei，e2,... ,e;) , f = ( / 1 , / 2 , . . . J i ) -
We thus assume 
|a ,b,c,d,e, f ,a, /?| | < S, (3.1.6) 
for some fixed 5 > 0. 
We w i l l denote by Y the set of all points , namely 
Y = {z : z = 0,Pi,Qj,Rk,i = 1 , . . . , m , j = 1，... ,n,k= 1，... , / } . (3.1.7) 
Let us define the funct ion 
U{x) = E U,(x), w i t h U,(x) = w,(x) - ^,{x), (3.1.8) 
zey 
where 
w^{x) = w{x - z), 
and 
- A ^ + % = 0 in ^ , ^ = ^ ¾ ^ on 5 ¾ . 
di/ ou 
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3.2 linear and nonlinear projected problem 
Using the same notat ion of part one, we define the compactly supported functions 
Z,{x) := X (2|x — z\ — L + C) Vw{x — z) (3.2.9) 
for z e V. 
We consider the fol lowing problem 
‘ / ^ ⑷ = E + 糊 + E . e y c .^z in 0 , , 
< f = 0 on aO,, (3.2.10) 
、 f 〜 4 ) Z , - 0 for z G Y. 
I t has been proved in the first part we have the fol lowing proposit ion: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2.1. Let 5 > 0 be fixed. There exist positive numbers So, C, and 
^ > 0 such that for all e < £o, for all integers m, n, 1 and positive real num-
bers Li given by 1.0.14 and satisfying (1.0.15)，for any points z, z E Y given 
by (3.1.7) and satisfying (3.1.6), there is a unique solution (0, c^) to problem 
(3.2.10). This solution depends continuously on the parameters of the construc-
tion (namely a,b,c,d,e,f,a,f3) and furthermore 
W U < C e ~ ^ ^ . (3.2.11) 
So we w i l l get the solution of problem 1.0.1 i f al l the c^ is zero. 
3.3 Error estimates and the proof of theorem 
1.0.2 
The first aim of this section is to evaluate the L^{f le) project ion of the error te rm 
E in (2.1.11) against the elements Z^ in (3.2.9), for any z G Y in (3.1.7). 
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Let us introduce the fol lowing notations. 
Let P ^ = Pm + 2d、Pm, dVL^)up^, where up^ denotes the un i t normal at Pm on 
dVte and Pm is the unique point on dCle such that d{Pm, Pm) = d{Pm, d^e)- I n 
analogous way we define Q* , Qn and R$, Ri. 
Thus there exist three coordinates Xi^ x2 and x^ such tha t 
^ , , .Li + hi{eLiXi) ^ , ,L2 + h2{eL2X2)^^ 
Pm == LiXiUi + ( ^ - ) t l , Qn = L2X2n2 + ( j t2 , 
and 
^ = W 3 + ( L + , 3 ) ) t 3 . 
More explicit ly, the coordinates Xi are defined as solutions of the fol lowing system 
‘ L i ( x i - 6爪）+ (夸 + ^ ^ i ^ ^ - a^ )h [ (L^ex , ) = 0, 
< L2(x2 - 4 ) + ( f + h~^^ - C n m L 2 e x 2 ) = 0, (3.3.12) 
、 L s { x s - f i ) + ( f + ^ ^ ^ ^ - e i m i , e x , ) = 0. 
We have the val id i ty of the fol lowing 
L e m m a 3.3.1. Let us define 
Ki = -{log^)'{L,). 
The following expansions hold true 
/ EZp.dx = -^(Li)[/^i(a^+i - 2ai + a^_i)^i — (~+i - 2¾ + h_i)ni 
J We 
+ e - ' ^ M + ^ ( L i ) Q , (3.3.13) 
for i - 2,... , m — 1. 
/ EZq.dx = -4(Z^2)[/^(Cj+i - 2¾ + q-i)^2 — (<^+i — 2dj + dj^1)ri2. 
J We 
+ e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L 2 ) Q , (3.3.14) 
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f o r j = 2,"' , n - l . 
/ EZnJx = -^(L3)[K3(ek+1 - 2ek + ek-1)t3 - (fk+i — 2fk + fk-1)n3. 
JQe 
+ e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L 3 ) Q , (3.3.15) 
for k = 2, - - - , l - l . 
[EZp,dx = -^(L1)[K:1(a2 — 2ai + {a,P)ti)ti - (¾ — 2¾ + ( 二 ) 〜 1 ) ] 
Jwe 1 
+ e - ^ ^ ' A + ^ ( L i ) 0 , (3.3.16) 
[EZQ,dx = -^{L2)[1^2{c2 — 2ci + {a,p)t2)t2 - {d2 — 2di + (“’？〜)] 
Jwe 2 
+ e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L 2 ) Q , (3.3.17) 
[ E Z n , d x = - ^ 3 ) M e 2 — 2ei + { a , P ) t s ) h - (/2 — 2 / i + ( 二 ) 〜 3 ) ] 
Jwe 3 
+ e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L 3 ) O , (3.3.18) 
[ E Z p J t x = -^{Li)[Ki{am-l - Sam + ^ M ^ l f ^ ) t l (bm-l - Sbm + 2xi)ni] 
Jwe S 
+ e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L i ) Q , (3.3.19) 
[ E Z g J x 二 - ^ ( L 2 ) M C n - l — SCn + ^ ^ ^ £ 5 ^ ) ^ 2 _ (d^-l — 3 ^ + % ) r ^ ) ] 
Jwe ^ 
+ e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L 2 ) Q , (3.3.20) 
[EZR^dx = -<^{L,)[^s{ei_i - 3ei + ^M^fM),3 _ {f,_^ - 3力 + 2x^)n^] 
J We. ^ 
4 - e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L 3 ) Q , (3.3.21) 
[EZodx = ^(Li)[/^i(ai — (a,^)ti)ti + (¾ — i ^ i ^ ) m ] 
Jcu ^ 1 
+^( I^2) [^2(c1 - (a, p ) h ) t 2 + ⑷ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ) n 2 ] 
^2 
+^ (L3 ) [ ^3 (e1 - ( a , P ) t s ) h + ( / i - ^ ^ f ^ ) n 3 ] (3.3.22) 
^3 
+ e " ^ M + ^ ( L ) Q . (3.3.23) 
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Furthermore, 
j L{^)Z, = e-^^A, z e Y, (3.3.24) 
and 
J N{4))Z, = e - ^ A , z G y , (3.3.25) 
where 5 > 1 ,A = A{a,h,c,d,e,f,x,o.,p) and Q = Q[a，b，c，d，e,f，x,a,P) de-
note the smooth vector valued functions (which vary from line to line),uniformly 
bounded as L — oo and the Taylor expansion ofQ with respect to a,b,c,d,e,f,x, a , P 
does not involve any constant nor any linear terms. , 
Proof. Observe that , given e G R^ w i t h |e| = 1 and a G E ^ , the following 
expansion holds 
^ ( | L e + a | ) ( L e + a ) = ^ ( 勾 ( 。 _ ^ ^ | | + i 汪丄 + 0 ( | a | 2 ) ) ( 3 . 3 . 2 6 ) 
| L e + a | L 
as L ~» 00, where k = - ( l o g ^ ) ' ( L ) . Here, we have decomposed a = a" + a^ 
where a" is collinear to e and a^ is orthogonal to e. 
Estimates (3.3.13)-(3.3.15) are by now standard, see for instance [35]. For 
completeness, we show 
[EZpXx)dx = [ w{x - Pi^i)pw^-\x - Pi)Vw{x - Pi)dx 
Jwe ‘ JR^ 
+ [ w(x — Pi^i)pw^-\x — Pi)Vw{x — Pi)dx + e—^M 
JB? 
=-^(Li)(Ki(ai+i — 2ai + a^_ i ) t i — (6^+i — 2¾ + 6^_i)ni) 
+ e - ^ ^ M + ^ ( L i ) Q , 
for i = 2 , . . • , m - 1. 
Similar ly we can get the two equations for Q j , Rk. 
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Concerning estimates (3.3.16)-(3.3.18), a direct use of (3.3.26) gives 
[EZp,dx = [ w{x - 0)pwP-\x - Pi)Vw{x - Pi)dx 
jQe JR^ 
+ [ w{x - P2)pwP-\x - Pi)Vw{x - Pi)dx + e-^^M 
JB? 
二 - ^ ( L i ) ( & ( a 2 — 2ai + (a, / 5 ) t i ) t i — (¾ — 26 i )n i — ( 〜 " ) 〜 。 
^ 1 
+ e"<^^M + ^ ( L i ) Q . 
Similar ly we can get the two equations for Q i , R i . 
To compute (3.3.19)-(3.3.21), we use the result of Lemma 2.1.1. Given (3.3.12) 
we obtain that 
‘ P ^ — Pm = 2{x, - 6 ^ ) L i m + ( L i + ^J^ii^ - 2 a J t i , 
< Q: - Qn 二 2(:C2 — d^)L2n2 + (L2 + ^ f ^ — 2c.)t2, (3.3.27) 
Rt - Ri = 2(x3 — fi)Lsns + (L3 + HM£^ — 2ei)ts. 
\ 
Thus a direct use of Lemma 2.1.1 gives estimate (3.3.19) as follows 
f EZp^dx = f pw^-\x - Pm)Vw{x - Pm)w{x Pm-l) 
J We J ^ e 
+ [ pw^-\x — Pm)Vw(x 一 Pjw(x 一 P*J + e - ^ ^ M 
JVLe 
2hi{Liexi) 
= - ^ ( L i ) ( A v i ( 3 a ^ - a ^ _ i ) t i 
+ (2x i + bm_i — 3bm)n, + e — ^ M + ^{Li)Q. 
In the same way we get the equations for Qn, Ri-
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Finally, expansion (3.3.23) is given by 
[EZo{x)dx = I pwP'\x - 0)w{x - Pi)Vw{x - 0)dx 
JQe J^e 
+ I pwP-^{x - 0)w(x - Qi)Vw{x - 0)dx 
J We 
+ f pwP-\x — 0)w{x — Ri)Vw{x - 0)dx + e'^^A 
J We 
= - ^ ( L i ) ( t i - ^ i ( a i — (a, P ) t i ) t i + 她 卞 ’ " ) 〜 1 ) 
1^ 
- H L , ) { t , — /.2(Cl - (a, P)t,)t2 + 似 1 - 产 " ) 〜 2 ) 
L2 
- ^ ( L 3 ) ( t 3 — K3(e1 - (a,/5)t3)t3 + 站 - ( " ) 〜 3 ) 
3^ 
+ e"^ M + Q^ (L). 
The proof of (3.3.24) follows the line of the proof of Proposit ion 2.2.2 (see formula 
(2.2.6) and the subsequent estimates, together w i t h (3.2.11)). 
The proof of (3.3.25) follows f rom estimate (2.3.5) and (3.2.11). • 
Using the notat ion of section 2.4, we have that the above lemma gives the 
val idi ty of the fol lowing 
L e m m a 3.3.2. The coefficients c^ in Problem (2.3.1) are all equal to 0 if and 
only if the parameters a, &’ c, d, e, / ’ a, (5 are solutions of the nonlinear system 
‘ a 二 (2ME^ - a^)5'i + (Q；，/^).i,^T + e-<^M + Q G R , 
b = (2x, — bJS^  + i^ |^ S^ T + e-^ yl + Q e R^ , 
^ c 二 ( ¾ ^ — c J ^ + (a, /:J).t2Sr + e - ^ M + Q e r , (3 3 28) 
d 二 (2:^2 — dn)S^ + i^^S^ + e-^^A + Q G M", • 
e = (2知(，)—e^)5i + (Q^,^yt3S^ + e-^A + Q e R', 
f= (2X3 — fi)s^ + i^^S^ + e-^^A + Q G R' ’ 
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where 6〉0 and Xi , X2 and x3 are given hy (3.3.12). Furthermore a, (5 satisfy 
一 ^{Li){-Ki{ai — {a,p).ti)ti + (61 — (%f).^)ni) 
1^ 
- ^ ( L 2 ) ( - ^ 2 ( c 1 - ( a , P ) . h ) h + {d^ — ( % f ) . S n 2 ) 
2^ 
- ^ ( L 3 ) ( - ^ 3 ( e 1 — ( a , p ) . h ) h + ( / i - ( % f ) . 〜 ) 
3^ 
+ e " ^ ^ M + Q ^ ( L ) = 0. (3.3.29) 
In this last formula 5i > 1. In the above formula we have denoted by A 二 
A{a,h,c,d,e,f,a, P) andQ = Q[a，b，c,d，e,f,a,l3) smooth vector valuedfunctions 
(which vary from line to line),uniformly bounded as L — 00 and the Taylor 
expansion of Q with respect to a，b,c,d，e,f,a,l3 does not involve any constant 
nor any linear term. 
Given the result of the above lemma, we are left to show that (3.3.28)-(3.3.29) 
have a solution (a，b,c,d，e,f, a , fT) w i t h 
| (a,b,c,d,e, f ,a , /5) | | < c, 
for some positive c, small and independent of e. 
We first observe that using the assumptions that hi(0) = h-(0) = 0 for al l 
i = 1, 2，3, f rom the equations (3.3.12) satisfied by Xi, x2, .T3, we get that 
‘ ^ i = ( l - S ^ ) ^ m + e-^M + Q, 
< 工2 二 (1 — ^ K + e - ^ M + Q, (3.3.30) 
�$3 = ( l_^f) /z + e-^ A + Q, 
for some constant 6 > 0. 
On the other hand, using the expressions for S^ and S^ given by (2.4.2), f rom 
the first two equations in (3.3.28) get that 
,-i = ^ Si|^ + i^(%/^ ).ti + e-^ A + Q, 
^ N = ^ + l S r ( % / ^ . n i + e - ^ A + Q, (3 3 31) 
«^  = ^ ^ f ^ + &(A/^.ti + e—^A + Q, •. 
� k = ^  + I^;^(%^.ni + e-^ A + Q. 
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I n a very similar way f rom the last four equations i n (3.3.28) we get the expressions 
of Ci, Cn, d i , dn, ei , ei, / i , fi . 
Using (3.3.30) and (3.3.31), f rom (3.3.29) we can get that the parameters a , P 
satisfy the system 
f Ba — Cf5 = ^ t ^ x , + ^ ^ . . x . - ^ ^ . 3 + e-M + 糊 , 
\ Ca 一 DP 二 'i^tnx^ + '^h^x, + e " ^ M + Q ^ ( L ) , 
(3.3.32) 
for some S > 1, where the constants B, C and D are given by 
D _ 2^^(Li) ^2 丄 2^(L2) .2 丄 2^jLs) — ^{Li).2 — MM/2 
。—(2m+l)Li【12 十(2n+l)L2 2^2 卞 { 2 k + l ) L 3 2m+l^H 2n+l '^ 21' 
C = J ^ M ^ ^ + S f c - 2 + S | Z n t i 2 + S ^ “ 2 , (3.3.33) 
n — 2^(Li) ^2 丄 2^(L2)十2 — £ i M f 2 — M M / 2 — ^{Lz) 
U — (2m+l)Li^ll 十(2n+l)L2 ^21 — 2 ^ ^ ^ 2 2n+l 2^2 2fc+l . 
Recall tha t the numbers Uj are the components of the vectors t i and t2 in (1.0.9). 
A direct computat ion shows that the system in a and (5 is uniquely solvable, since 
^ 2 o n - ^ ( ^ 1 ) ^ ( ^ 3 ) ,2 ^{L2)^{L,) 2 
C — BD = — (2m + 1)(2/ + 1)^^^ _ (2n + l)(2l + l ) ' 21 
- 7 ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ( ^ ! ! ½ - 她 1 ) 2 + 0， （3.3.34) 
{2m + l ) ( 2 n + 1) 
given the fact that we have already observed tha t i t is not restrictive to assume 
that all Uj + 0 for i, j = 1，2. 
One can check tha t 
f - 二 ^ ( G ^ ^ ) t i i z i + C ^ f t . . x . — D ^ t , , . , — D^^t,,x,十 1 ) ¾ ¾ ¼ , 
1 f^ 二 ^ ( ^ S ) ^ n x . + Bfgf^iX2 — ^ S ^ i 2 . i - C ^ t . . . . + C ^ l x 3 . 
(3.3.35) 
Replacing these values of a and P, together w i t h (3.3.30), in equations (3.3.31) 
and in the corresponding equations for the parameters Ci, c^, d i ,dn, ei, e/, /1, f i , 
we obtain that the whole problem is reduced to the solvabil ity of the fol lowing 
non linear system in the variables bi, hm, di,dn, /1, fi 
(rp rp、 
1 2 (61, ch, f i , bm. dn, 0 = e-'^A + Q, (3.3.36) 
\了3 n / 
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where 
Ti = —/3x3, 
^3 = O3x3, 
and 
^ 1 + ^ M ' i + ^ ^2 ^3 、 
n= B, 1 + ^ ^ 2 ¾ + ¾ B3 , 
、 Ci C2 1 + ^^3¾ + O3 y 
w i t h the constants Aj, Bj and Cj defined as follows 
f ^1 = ( c 2 - ^ + i ) L i _ i — 2Ctntu + i^^)(l - ^ h 
A2 = ( C 3 - j ^ l ) L . ( ^ ^ 2 l t u — Ct— - Ct21tu + D Z l 2 ^ ) ( l - ^ ) , 
3^ = (C^-BDX2k+l)Li (你1 - DZl2)(l - ^?^), 
B, = ^ c ^ z J ^ z ; ( B ^ n t 2 i - Ctut21 - Ctnt22 + m—Xl - ^ 1 
< ^ = ( C ^ J ^ D L . ( ^ ^ i l — 2^^21½ + D & ) ( 1 - ^ ) , 
^ = l c ^ d & z ; ( ^ ^ 2 1 - ^ 2 2 ) ( 1 - ^ ) , 
<^ 1 = (C^-JDH2m+l)Ls (Ctll - D f i 2 ) ( l _ ^ ^ ) , 
^2 = (C^-BD)(2n+l)L,(^^21 - 恥 2 ) ( 1 _ ^ ^ ) , 
r> 一 2^(Ls) nn ^3^3(0)\ 
、 ^ 3 — (C^-BD)(2k+l)Ls^^^ 2 4 1 ), 
(3.3.37) 
I n order to solve (3.3.36), we need to compute the determinant of the mat r i x 
< T i T 2 、 
y T3 T4 
Set Hi 二 1 + Lih^{0). We wr i te 
/ rp rp \ 4 
det 1 2 = y ^ A ) 、 （3.3.38) 
rr\ rji ^ ^ \ ^3 ^4 y j = i 
where 
A ( H M M v f / h M L ) ( H M W ) f3 3 39) 八1 = ( 丑 1 - ^ ； ^ ) ( 丑 2 - ^ ^ ) ( 丑 3 - ^ ^ ) ’ (3-3-39) 
A 4 ( H h M h ( H M 3 W ) 4 . R f 7 7 L i _ U h ' M . 八2 = M H 2 - ^ ^ ) ( 丑 3 - ^ ^ ) + B , { H , — ^ ^ ) ( f ^ 3 — 21 + 1 ) 
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^ r ( H 乞綱 M W x (3 3 40) 
+ Q ^ i 一 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ' — " 2 ^ ^ ' (3.3.4U) 
As = ( ^ 3 ¾ — C,B,)[H, - g ^ ) + ( ^ , C 3 - A3CO(F2 — ^ f ^ ) 
+ ( ^ 1 ¾ — A , B , ) { H s - ^ ^ ) , (3.3.41) 
and 
|Ai A2 〜 
A4 = det B i B2 B3 • (3.3.42) 
^Ci C2 C3 y 
Using the expression of the constants A j , B j and C j in (3.3.37), an involved bu t 
direct computat ion gives tha t 
A4 = 0. 
On the other hand, we observe the fol lowing: f rom the def in i t ion of the constant 
A i , B2 and C3 i n (3.3.37) and f rom the expression of C^ - BD i n (3.3.34), we get 
tha t 
A1,B2,C3 = M ( t , , L , , C 0 ) i (3.3.43) 
where M is un i fo rmly bounded f rom below away f rom zero as e — 0 (or equiva-
lent ly as L 一 oo). 
Furthermore, f rom the def ini t ion of 
, r r A - ^ ( ^ 1 ) ^ ( ^ 3 ) .2 
• G - C i A = (2爪 + 1)(2/ + l){BD — C2)LiL3(ii' 
we get tha t \A1C3 - C1^3| > c o ^ as 6 一 0 where Co > 0. I n fact we get 
C3B2 — B3C2, A1C3 — C1A3, A , B 2 - B1A2 = N ( t i , Li, C o ) ^ , 
where N is un i fo rmly bounded f rom below away f rom zero as L — 00. 
We thus conclude tha t under the assumption tha t at least one H i is nonzero, 
the non linear system (3.3.36) can be uniquely solved by fixed point theorem of 
contract ion mapping. 
Chapter 4 
Layer Concentration in Three-Dimensional 
Domain 
4.1 Preliminaries and setting up the problem 
I n this sequel, w is the radial ly symmetr ic funct ion defined in (1.0.3). Z is 
the radial ly symmetr ic eigenfunction defined in the eigenvalue problem (1.0.4). 
Throughout the paper, S represent the set {(.x, z)\x G M^, 0 < z < J } in R^. diS 
and doS are two components of the boundary of S, i.e, 
diS = {(x, z)\x e R2，z 二 -}, doS = {(x, z)\x e R?，z 二 o}. 
已 
4.1.1 A linear model problem. 
We first consider the fol lowing linear problem 
A / - K ^ ^ + pcjP- '^^ = 0 in .9, (4.1.1) 
¢0 = G'^(^) on d iS, (4.1.2) 
¢1 = Go{x) on doS, (4.1.3) 
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[ 4 P { x , z)Vw{x)dx = 0’ [ 作 , z ) Z { x ) d x = 0,0 < z < \, (4.1.4) 
JR2 jR2 二 
where x = (x1,x2), K > Ao + 1 is a large posit ive constant. Suppose the fol lowing 
orthogonal i ty conditions hold 
[Gi{x)Vw{x)dx = 0, [ Go{x)Vw{x)dx = 0, (4.1.5) 
jR2 JM.2 
[ G i { x ) Z { x ) d x = 0， [ Go{x)Z{x)dx = 0. (4.1.6) 
JR2 jR2 
L e m m a 4.1.1 . If Gi G L^{R^) ,Go G L^(E^) and the orthogonality conditions 
(4.1.5),(4.1.6) hold, then there is a unique solution ¢^ to the pr0blem(4.l.l)-
(4.1.4) for any large positive constant K. Moreover, there is a constant C > 0 
,independent ofe, such that the solution to the problem (4.lJ)-(4.l.4) satisfies a 
priori estimate 
|<^0||n2(s) < C'(||G'i||L2(M2) + ||Co||L2(R2)). (4.1.7) 
Proof. Since K is large, the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
and its estimate is standard. To show the orthogonali ty in L^, using the equations 
of Z{x) and ¢^ , for (p{z) = /股2 ^^(x,z)Z(x)dx, one finds 
ip'(z) - {K - 1 - XoMz) = 0，0 < z < - , 
c 
vp'(o) = o V ( i ) = o. 
已 
Choosing K > Ao + 1, we deduce that 
^{z) = [ / ( x , z)Z{x)dx 二 0，Vz G ( 0 , - ) . 
JR2 S 
Similar ly we have 
[(j)^{x,z)Vuj{x)dx = O,V2 G (0,-). 
JK2 £ 
• 
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A special case of L e m m a 4.1.1 is the fo l lowing problem: finding func t ion 
4) G H^{S) such t h a t 
A(^ - k j ) + p u " $ = 0 i n 5, (4.1.8) 
k = G i { x ) on d iS , (4.1.9) 
k = G^ {x ) on doS, (4.1.10) 
where K is a large posi t ive constant. 
L e m m a 4 .1 .2 . Suppose the function Gi{x),Go{x) are even in x , then there exits 
a large positive constant K such that the problem (4.l.8)-(4.l.lO) has a unique 
solution ¢, which is a even function in the variable x and satisfies 
W\H^{S) < C'(||G'l||L2(K2) + ||Go||L2(R2)). 
Moreover, i f G i , Go are exponentially decaying in \x\, then 
\ ^ { x , z ) \ < C e - ^ \ ^ \ (4.1.11) 
where a > 0 and the constant C does not depend on s. 
Proof. T h e existence of i fol lows f r o m lemma 4.1.1，By the uniqueness and the 
symmet ry of Gi{x) fio{x) ,^ is even. B y the exponent ia l ly decaying of Gi{x) 
,Go(x), we also have (4.1.11). 口 
Next , we consider the fo l lowing p rob lem 
A4>-K^^pujP-^^ = hm S\ (4.1.12) 
¢, = Gi{x) on diS, (4.1.13) 
¢, = Go{x) on doS, (4.1.14) 
[ i { x , z)Vu{x)dx = 0, [ ^{x)Z{x)dx = 0 ,0 < z < - . (4.1.15) 
Jm? JM? ^ 
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L e m m a 4.1.3. I f h e L^{S), Gi e L^{R^),Go G L\R^)，and the orthogonality 
conditions (4.1.5),(4.1.6) hold, then for any solution ^ to the problem (4-1.12)-
(4.1.15) , we have 
|0||ff2(5) < C[||/l||L2(5) + ||G'l||L2(R2) + ||G'o||L2(M2)], 
where the constant C does not depend on h, Gi, Go and s. Furthermore, if 
h\ + |"o| + | " i | < Ce"" l^ l , then 0 < Ce"""l="' for some c , C > 0. 
Proof. Let 々。(工,z) be defined in lemma 4.1.1, and ^ = ¢^ + 小• Then we have 
A(/> — 4) + pc jP"V = h + (1 — K ) 0 ° in 5, (4.1.16) 
4>z = 0 on diS, 
4>z = 0 on doS, 
[4>{x, z)Vw{x)dx = 0, [ ^{x, z)Z{x)dx = 0,0 < z < - . 
Jn? JRN_i s 
Let us consider Fourier series decompositions for h + (1 一 K)4^ and ¢: 
oo 
4>[x) z) = ^ 4>k[oc) cos{knez), 
i=Q 
oo 
h(oc, z) + (1 - K)^^{x, z) = ^ hk{x) cos{k7TSz). 
i=0 
From equation (4.1.16), we arrive the fol lowing equation: 
Aa:0fc - ^k - k W 、 k + p w " 4 > k = hk, (4.1.17) 
w i t h the orthogonali ty condit ion 
J (feOr)Vif;Or)t/T = 0, J 4>k{x)Z{x)dx = 0. (4.1.18) 
Let us consider the bilinear form in H^{B?) 
B{^,^) = [ [ |V^ |2 + | ^ | 2_p t t ;P - l | ^ | 2 ] cb . 
jRN-i 
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Since (4.1.18) holds uni formly in k we conclude that 
c[Uk\\l2 + \\vMh]<B{^k,M 
for a constant C independent of A;.Using this fact and equation (4.1.17) we arrive 
at 
( l + 7 r W ) | | ^ ^ f c | | i 3 + \ \ V M h < C | l ^ l l i - (4.1.19) 
Moreover, we see f rom (4.1.17) that ^k satisfies an equation of the form 
~4>k — 4>k = h,x G R2， 
where hk = h + k ^ n ^ e ^ ^ k - p ^ ^ ' ^ ^ k ^ W h h ^ < C I I ^ IU^ - Hence i t follows that 
W D ' M h < C\\AMl. < CWhkWl2. (4.1.20) 
Summing up estimate (4.1.19) and (4.1.20) in k ,we conclude that 
||^ '^ ||i2(5) + WWI2^S) + ll^ lli^ (5) < CmihiS) + 11/11^ 2(5))-
The final estimate follows f rom the estimate of 0 and ¢^. • 
A corollary of lemma 4.1.3 is the fol lowing result. 
C o r o l l a r y 4.1.1. Let Gi G L^{R^) ,Go e L^{R^) satisfy the orthogonality con-
ditions (4.1.5)-(4.1.6), and h = 0. Then problem (4.1.8)-(4J.15) has a unique 
solution 4> such that 
1011^2(5) < C[\\Gl\\L2(RN-l^ + l|<^o||L2(/?^-!)], 
where the constant C does not depend on Gi, Co and e. Furthermore, if \Gi\ + 
Go\ < Ce—^l，then |^| < Ce"^"!^! for some c, C > 0. 
Proof. The proof of the existence follows f rom the construction in lemma 4.1.3. 
• 
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Next we consider this problem 
A(/) — (/> + pvf-、= 0 in S ’ 1 ^ = g on dS, (4.1.21) 
j ^Vwdx = J cj)Zdx = 0， (4.1.22) 
Where g is any H^{S) extension of the boundary error te rm go G H^(R^). Let us 
take for instance 
g(x,z) 二 e-'go(x)fj(2ez) 
w i t h a suitable cutoff funct ion f j , i n such a way that g is even i n x for each z、if 
gQ is even in x, and satisfies the estimate 
lgWm{s) < C, 
and the boundary constraints 
g{x,0) = go{x),g{x,^ ) = 0, 
o 
w i t h C independent of £. 
L e m m a 4.1.4. Problem (4.1.21)-(4.1.22) has a unique solution 4> G H^{S) which 
is even in x for each z ifg satisfies (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) and even in x, and satisfies 
the estimate 
W l n ^ s ) < C. (4.1.23) 
In addition ,there exists constant a > 0，/x > 0； and Ca > 0 such that the following 
estimate holds: 
\¢{x,z) \ + | V 0 ( x , z ) | + \ D ^ H x , z ) \ < C ^ e ( - a | + " ^ (4.1.24) 
Proof. The existence part and the estimate of 小 is the same as the former corol-
lary, we prove the last estimate. We observe first that since 
J ^Vwdx = j (j)Zdx = 0， 
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hence 
J [|V,(/>P + ^ 2 _ pwP-if]dbc > \2 J ^^dx, (4.1.25) 
where 入2 > 0 is the th i rd eigenvalue of the operator 
Lo(0) = - A ^ ^ + 4) - p w P - 、 in 股2. 
Consider funct ion 
H{z) - J ^^dx. 
From (4.1.25), i t follows tha t 
- H , , + 2 、 H < 0, 
and f rom (4.1.23) we get tha t H“0) < C. Clearly we have tha t H^[\) = 0 and 
thus by a comparison argument we get that 
i / ( ^ < e _ " z , M S V ^ . 
Using local el l ipt ic estimates we then get that 
\^{x,z)e^'\ < C in S. 
From this, using the max imum principle we get the f inal estimate. • 
F inal ly in this subsection, we consider the following problem: given h G L^{S), 
and Go,Gi e L^{R^), finding functions ¢) e H^{S), c,de L^{0,1) and constants — — 
i i , i o , m i , m o such that 
A 0 - 0 + pw^-^4> = h + c{ez)x{ez)Vw + d{ez)x{£\x\)Z in S, (4.1.26) 
0 , = Gi{x) — iix^w - rn.ix[e\x\)Z on d^S, (4.1.27) 
¢ , = Go{x) - fo ) (Vw - m o x ( ^ M ) ^ on doS, (4.1.28) 
J 4>{x, z)Vuj{x)dx = 0, j i { x , z)Z{x)dx 二 0,0 < z < 全， (4.1.29) 
where c = (c1,c2), h = {ii,1,ii,2), for i = 1,2, x W is a smooth cut off function 
such that x ( t ) 二 1 for |t| < 105 and x W = 0 for \t\ > 20S, and 5 is a small 
constant defined in section 4.3. 
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L e m m a 4.1.5. There exist functions c{ez), d{ez) with respect to h and pairs 
of constants £1, mi, /。，爪0 with respect to Gi and Go respectively such that the 
problem (4J.26)-(4.1.29) has a unique solution ^ 二 7\(",(5i，(5o)- Moreover, 
MH^{S) < C[\\h\\L2(S) + ||^l||L2(R2) + ||Co|||L2(M2)], 
where the constant C does not depend on h, Gi, Go and s. 
Proof. Let _ _ 
f GiWj;.dx _ f GiZdx 
、 二 J x w l d x , ^ = T ^ , 
f GpW:,.dx _ J GpZdx 
— J x w l d x , = j ^ . 
Then the functions 
Gi = Gi - iiX^w — mixZ, Go = Go - ioX^^ — ^oX^, 
satisfy the orthogonal i ty condit ion (4.1.5)-(4.1.6) and lemma 4.1.1 is applicable. 
Let ¢^ be the funct ion defined in lemma 4.1.1 and set ^ = ¢^ + 4>. Then we can 
derive the fol lowing problem: 
A(/) — (/> + pcc;^"V = h + (1 - K)4P + c x V w + d x Z in S, 
4>z = 0 on diS, 4>z = 0 on doS, 
J (j){x, z)Vwdx = 0, j (j){x, z)Z{x)dx = 0, 0 < z < 全. 
To establish the existence, we assume that 
00 00 
h(x, z) 二 Y^ hk{x) cos{knez), (1 — K)4P(x, z) = ^ 4{x) c o s ( t e z ) , 
fc=0 k=0 
and consider the problem of finding (j>k ^ H ^ i ^ ^ ) and constant ^ , 4 such that 
A0fc - 4>k - k 、 〒 h + _ - 、 k = hk + CkX^w + dkxZ + ¢ 1 (4.1.30) 
Set 
_ / hkWx,dx — f hkZdx 
c" = - J ^ ^ , ^' = - J W ^ -
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T h e n we can obta in the t r i v i a l identi t ies 
J{hk + CkX^w + dkxZ + 4)Vwdx 二 0, 
j {hk + 4 x V u + dkXZ + ^l)Zdx = 0. 
App l y i ng the Fredholm's al ternat ive to equation (4.1.30), we can find the exis-





oo oo oo 
(j){x, z) = ^ 4>k cos{k7rez), c{sz) = ^ Ck c o s ( t e z ) , d{ez) = ^ ¢4 c0s{k7rez). 
0 0 0 
Obviously, (4.1.31) shows tha t cVw and dZ{x) have thei r L^ norms control led by 
|/1||^2. The a pr io r i est imate of lemma 2.4.3 gives tha t the series of 小 is convergent 
i n H^{S) and define a unique solut ion 伞 w i t h propert ies 
J 0(.T, z)Vw{x)dx = 0’ j 4>{x, z)Z{x)dx = 0. 
Final ly , the solut ion ^ = ¢^ + 小 has the propert ies required in the lemma. • 
4.1.2 Setting up the problem in suitable coordinates 
I n th is subsection, we focus on the procedure of set t ing up the problem near F. 
Global ly i n E^, mak ing scaling 
^ ( 、 (Vi V2 y3\ / . 1 qo>, 
y E ( 2 / i , 2 / 2 , 2 / 3 ) = —,—，—， [4:.l.6Z} 
\ E 6 £ / 
denote T, = f 7ie = ( 0 , 0 , ^ ) , 70e = (0 ,0 ,0) , 0 , - 7 and v, is the outward 
normal of 0^. The problem (1.0.1) becomes 
S + S + S - ^ + ^' = 0 i n Q e ， f ^ = 0 on dQ,. (4.1.33) 
^ 1 dyl dyl due 
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I n the sequel, we use the same notat ion u to denote the solut ion in different 
coordinates. 
Now, we define r ]^(() = r|{cr'^C) where rj is a smooth cut-off funct ion such 
tha t 
77(C) = 1 f o r |C| < 1 a n d r]{C) = 0 f o r |C| > 2, 
and a = £"8. B y the notations a 二 "a(Wo(£^2/i，62/2)—£y3)，P = Va{^i{^yi,^y2)— 
敬)，we introduce new coordinates near P^ 
Si = yi, S2 = 2/2, ^ = 2/3 — a .灼(印1，印2)/6 — P . y 1 { ^ y 1 , ^ y 2 ) — l]/e, 
( 4 1 . 3 4 ) 
where ^ < s,t < ^ for small universal constant 60. Now i t is crucial to wr i te 
S ^ 
the problem in the new coordinates. We call 
y (S l ,S2 , ^ ) = ( y i ( s i , S2, z), Y2{su 52, z), Y3{s1, «2, z)), 
the inverse of the t ransformat ion defined in (4.1.34). By direct calculation, the 
problem restrict to the region 
^ (5 1 
0^ = {(5, z)\s 二（Si, S2), _"^- < Si < - , 0 < z < - } 
^ ^ 已 
becomes 
A . . + ± 2 u . . ^ g + t u U ^ r + ± . . g - . + . ^ = 0 i n 化 ’ ( 4 . L 3 5 ) 
2 
Y , { D i ^ o U s , - u , {D i ipo?) - u , = 0, z = 0, (4.1.36) 
i= i 
2 1 
E ( A ^ 〜 - n , { P m f ) — u, = 0, z = - . (4.1.37) 
i=l 
By Taylor 's expansion, denote 认 评 = ^ S j ( 0 ) and Ajfc^^ = dySl%k ⑴ ) , ^^® 
problem near F/e can be rewr i t ten as 
AsU + u,, + Bi(u) - u + uP = 0 in Q； (4.1.38) 
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Y ^ e D i j i f i o S j U s i + l £ 2 D ^ ^ S j S k U s 「 £ 2 D i j ( f Q D i k ^ S j S k U z - U ; r ^ D % u ) 二 0 , z = 0, 
i,j^l,2 
(4.1.39) 
Y^ eDij(p0jUsr^^e2DijkWSjSkUsrs2Dij(fiDik^SjSkUz-Uz+Dku) = 0,z = - , 
i j= l ,2 
(4.1.40) 
where 
Bi{u) = ^ -2s{aDijipo + pDij^i)sjU,s, -^s{aDuipo + pDu^i)u, 
- ^ e^{aDijk^Q + f3Dijk^i)sjSkU^si 
+ ^s%aDij^Q + PDijifi){aDik(po + PDik^i)sjSk]u^^ 
- ^ e^{aDiijifo + PDiijifi)sjU^ + Bo{u), 
^ , 、 x^ ^ dz ^ , dz、2 , ^ d^z 
B,iu) = Y ^ 2 u . . ^ - ^ J 2 u U ^ ) ^ J 2 u . - - u . . 
i = l 机 i = l ^ i = l ^ 
- { ^ -2e{aDij^o + PDij^)SjU^ -^s{aDu(po + PDnifi)u^ 
-^s^{aDijk^o + PDijk(fi)sjSkU^si 
+ Y^e^[{aDij^po + PDij(pi){aDik^o + pDik(fi)sjSk]u^^ 
-Y^e2(aDiijifQ + PDiij(pi)sjU^} 
=aiUzz + CL2Usiz + a3Us2z + 0^4Mz. 
Note tha t Bo(u) is of order 0(s^+i) and Dg(u), D^(u) are of order 0(s^). 
We assume tha t the locat ion of concentrat ion of the solut ion is characterized 
by the curve I V (s1,s2) = {f1{sz)J2{ez)) in the {s1,s2,z) coordinate, where 
fi, /2 satisfies the un i fo rm constraint 
\fi\\a 二 | | / i | |L°°(0 , l ) + | | / J | L-(0 , 1 ) + Wfi IU2(0,l) < ^ ' - ( 4 . 1 . 4 1 ) 
We consider now a fur ther changing of variables as follows 
XI = 51 - M e z ) , X2 = 52 - / 2 M , e = z， (4.1.42) 
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Therefore, after wr i t i ng the variable ( back to z again, we can consider the prob-
lem in the inf ini te str ip S as the fol lowing 
S{u) = A , + n , , + B3(u) — u + vF = 0 in S, (4.1.43) 
where the differential operator is defined by 
Bz[u) = -2e ^ u,^J[ - 2e Y ^ [ a D i _ + PDij(^i)sju^,, - £ Y,{aDucpo + f3Duipi)u, 
i 
+e' J2 ^ - i - j f i f j — 一 E u』+ 2一 j y ^ D i j ^ + p D i j ^ > j U ^ f k 
+已2 Y^{aDiiipo + pDii^i)u^Jj — ¢2 ^{aDijk^o + pDijk^i)sjSkU^,^ 
+一 Yl[{^Dij(po + PDij(fi){aDik(fo + PDik(pi)sjSk]u^^ 
-s^ ^ { a D i i j ( f o + PDiijcpi)sjU^ + B2{u). 
The boundary conditions become 
e{Y^ DijcpoSjU^, + ^u^J-) + le^DijkifoSjSkUii 
-e^ ^ Dij(poDik(poSjSkU^ — 1½ + Doiu) 二 0, z = 0, 
^ (5ZA jV^ l5 jWx , + X ] ^ x j O + ^^^Dijk(flSjSkU^, 
- £ ^ ^ Dij(fiDik(piSjSkU^ — u^ + DQ(u) = 0, z = - . 
Note that B2{u) is of order 0{e^^i) and D], D] is of size 0{e^). The deriva-
tives in B2{u), D j , Dl are expressed in the variables ( x i , X2, z). 
We take ui = w{x) as the first approximate solution of the problem in S. 
Then we compute 
S { w ) 二 B s { w ) (4.1.44) 
二 一 Y^ Wx^fU; 一 ？ E ^ - / ' + 2一 J 2 ( a D _ + ^ i j ^ ) S j W 』 
+ 一 J 2 ( a D i i ^ + P D i i i p i ) w ^ J j + B2{w), 
wi th boundary error 
s{Y^ DijifoSjW,, + I w』)+ ^e^Dijk^oSjSkW^, + /¾(^, z = 0， （4.1.45) 
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£ ( E D i j ^ , s j w , , + Y ^ W 』 ) + ^ e ' D i j k ^ i S j S k W , , + i ^ H , z =全.（4.1.46) 
To cancel the te rm of first order of z on the boundary ( in the sense of project ion 
against Z i n L^) and improve the approximation, we introduce a boundary layer 
te rm ^{x, z) = b{ez)Z{x) w i t h b{z) satisfying 
eV + Xob{z) = 0,0 < z < 1’ b'{l) = c i , b\0) = co, 
where Co,ci are constants such that 
Co = / y ^ DijipoXiW:,.Zdx, ci = / ^ D i j i p i X i W : , . Z d x . (4.1.47) 
JR2= JR2 i,j 
I t is easy to calculate direct ly that 
" 、 c o c o s ( v ^ / s ) - c i / V ^ 、 , Co . , > / ¾ 、 
収 = ^ 7 ^ s . n ( ^ / . ) c o s ( 7 》 + ^ 7 ¾ s m ( " r 4 . 
Hence, 
权工,z) = e A { z ) Z { x ) = s ^ u { x , z ) , (4.1.48) 
where 
补 ） = c o c ， V % / t 〜 o s ( y X ; 4 + ^ s i n ( 7 A ； . ) . (4.1.49) 
VAo sm(VAo/^ j v ^ o 
By lemma 4.1.4, there exists a solution (denoted by ¢{2) of the problem 
A0^2 — 4>U + P ^ ^ " V l 2 = 0 in S, ^ = 9' on dS, 
j ^l^Vwdx : J 4>\2Zdx = 0 , 
where 
g^{x,z) = e'^C^DijipQXjW：,, - coZ)fi{2sz). 
Moreover, ¢{2 is even in x. Similarly we can get a solution 4>l: w i t h g^ replaced 
by g^ = e " ^ ( E A j ^ . T / w ^ — ciZ)f|{2ez). We set 
012 =衬2(工，^) + ¢12(^^ -—办 
£ " 
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and 
¢1 = e ^ i i + £¢12^ (4.1.50) 
Note t ha t ¢1 is of size 0{e). 
Let U2 = w + ¢1 be the second approx imate solut ion. We compute the new 
error 
S{w + ¢1) = S{w) + Bs(M + A^o(^i) i n S, (4.1.51) 
where iVo(0i) = {w + ^iY - wP - pw"^i and S{w) is defined i n (4.1.44). 
O n the boundary the new error becomes 
e{Y^ DijipofjW^, + ^ ^ x J ； ) + 臺£2 Y^ Dijk^SjSkWh 
+d(Xl Dimsj{AZ:,, + ^ i2,xi) + ^{^Z^i+¢l2,.,)f^) 
+ ^ £ 3 Y ^ D i j k ^ o S j S k { ^ Z - i + ^ i2,xJ — ^ ' X ^ D i j i p o D i k ^ o s M ^ ' Z + 4>i2^z) + ^ 0 ( ^ 2 ) , z = 0, 
Zi 
e ^ DijifJjW：,, + J 2 ^ J : ) + 丢 一 Z ! Dijk^iSjSkW,, 
+s'{Y. D,j^iSj{AZ,^ + (/>12,xJ + Yl(AZ,. + ¢12,..)11) 
1 
+ ^ c ^ J2 Dijk^iSjSk{AZ:,, + (^2，aJ — £^ 5 Z DijifiDikWSjSk[A'Z + <^i2,.) + ^ J ( ^ 2 ) , ^ = - • 
Zi 
To prove the approx imat ion for solut ion s t i l l keeping the t e r m of c^ , we need 
to in t roduce a new parameter e, and define the t h i r d approx imate solut ion to the 
prob lem near T/e as 
Us 二 w + ¢1 + se{ez)Z{x). (4.1.52) 
I n al l wha t follows, we shall assume the va l id i ty of the fo l lowing un i f o rm con-
straints on the parameter e 
| e " 6 = ||e|U-(o,i) + c||e'||L2(o,i) + ^^ lWWmo, i ) < £ ' - (4.1.53) 
For s impl ic i ty , define 
F - { ( / 1 , / 2 , e ) : t h e funct ion / 1 , / 2 , esa t i s f y (4.1.41),(4.1.53) respectively } . 
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To decompose the coupl ing of the parameter fi and e on the boundary of S 
( in the sense of the pro ject ion against Z i n L% by lemma 4.1.2, we introduce a 
new te rm ^ (even in x) defined by the fol lowing problem 
A(^ - K ^ + — - 1 ( ^ = 0 in S, 
k = E ^ ^ ( M - + f j ^ k ) w . i + E D i m ^ M Z . . + 0i2,.J on doS, 
.• 7 2 i,J,k 
k = E ^ ^ ( M - + fjZk)w$i + E D i j ^ ^ ^ j { A Z . . + ^i2,.J on d A 
i,j,k 
where K is a large posit ive constant. Define a boundary layer again 
02 = 6 ¾ (4.1.54) 
02 is an exponent ial decaying funct ion which is order £^ and even i n x. 
Final ly, our basic approximate solut ion to the problem near the interface T/s 
is 
U4 = W + (j)i + ee{ez)Z{x) + 4>2. (4.1.55) 
We set up the fu l l problem in the fo rm S{uA + 4>) = 0 which can be expanded as 
follows 
5(U4 + ¢) = S(u4) + Li((^) + 聊、+ B^{^) == 0 in 5, (4.1.56) 
w i t h boundary condi t ion 
树(0)—么 + DS(U4 + ¢) = 90 on doS, (4.1.57) 
D l { ^ ) - ¢ , + D l { u ^ + (j)) 二 g i on d iS, (4.1.58) 
where 
L i ( 0 ) = A j + ¢ , , - 小 + K ' V , (4.1.59) 
痛~)=(〜+ ¢7 - < - K " V , (4.1.60) 
Dl{cP) = e{Y, D,^^^s^^:,MxJ'i+Y. ^^ehjSk<|>,-6' ^ ^ A,v^oAfcV^o^5fc0., 
i,j，k 
(4.1.61) 
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- ^ o ( x ) = . ( X ： D^oWh + [ / H J + e ^ E ^ { x , x , + fjh)w^,] - s'e'Z 
i,j,k 
+ A X ^ DijipofAAZzi + ^i2,xJ + J2{AZ,i + ^ i 2 , . J / D 
+ A X ^ D _ S j Z h + Y^ Z^J[)e + s^ Y^ Rlf^s,s,eZ^, 
i,j,k 
+ e ^ ( E D , m S j K + E ^ - / 0 + 己3 E ^ s M ^ Z ^ . + ^12,.J 
i,j,k 
-e^ ^ Dij^oDik(poSjSk{A'Z + 4h2,z) 
+ 啦 
- P i ( x ) = s ( X : D^iWh + X ： i:w^J + 4 5 ： ^ { x , x , + fjh)w.,] — e'e!Z 
i,j,k 
+e^iYl D i j ^ i f j { A Z x , + ^ i2 , .J + Y,{^Z^i + fe,xJ/;) 
+ A ； ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ + X ^ Z^J'^e + £3 ^ PM^sjSkcZ^, 
i,j,k 
+e'{Yl D _ s ‘ i + Y^ k j ' i ) + £3 ^ ^^SjSk[AZxi + 0 i2, .J 
iJ,k 
-一 Y2 Dij(fiDik(fYSjSk[A'Z + ^i2,z) 
+0(£4 ) ’ 
The error of the approximation is 
E l 二 M w ) (4.1.63) 
二 S、w + (/>i) + e^e"Z + eAoe^ + B^{eeZ) + e'{k — 1)0 + e^B^) 
+ 《 — ( ^ + ^iY — P— + 0 i )P- i ( (eeZ + e^) 
^p[{w + 4>if-^ — w^-^]{eeZ + e^), 
where S{w + ¢1) is defined in (4.1.51) and the operator B3 is given by (4.1.44). 
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Moreover, we decompose 
El = Ell + Eu, 9o = 9oi + "02, 9i 9ii + 9u, (4.1.64) 
w i t h 
E l l = e^e"Z + eAoeZ and E u = E i - E ^ , 
9oi = - e ( ^ DijifofjW^-i + Y^ y > o J + £^e'Z and "02 = 9o "01’ 
gii = - e ( X l DijififjW^-i + Y^ y>o ;J + e V Z and g12 = gi — 911-
For further reference, i t is useful to estimate the L^(S) norm of E i . From the 
uni form bound of e in (4.1.53) ,it is easy to see that 
WEnhHS)<Csi- (4.1-65) 
Since ¢1 and eeZ are of size 0 (e) ,a l l te rm in E u carry e: in front. We claim that 
WE12hHS) <Ce"^ , (4.1.66) 
Similarly, we have the fol lowing estimates 
|^02|| + lk12|| <Cei. (4.1.67) 
Since 
| iVo(^i)| = \{w + ^iY — vjP-pwP-^^il < C(|(/>ip + |^^>iD, 
we obtain 
WNo{c|>i)W<Csl 
Other terms can be estimated in the similar way. Moreover, for the Lipschitz 
dependence of the te rm of error E u on the parameter f i and e for the norm 
defined in(4.1.41),(4.1.53), we have the val id i ty of the estimate 
W E u { f u e i ) — Er2(f2, e2)hHS) < CeHWfi - /2||a + ||ei — e2||d. (4.1.68) 
Similarly, we obtain 
) j — 3 ~» — 
L<702(/1,e1)-te(/2,e2)||L2(5)+IL912(/1,e1)-5r12(/2,e2)||L2(5) < C£^[\\fi-f2\\aHei-e2\\b-
(4.1.69) 
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4.2 The gluing procedure 
I n this section, we use a gluing technique to reduce the problem in j to the set 
S. 
Let 6 < 知 /100 be a fixed number, where 5o is a constant defined in (4.1.26). 
We consider a smooth cut off funct ion r]s{t) where t E 0+ such that T]s{t) = 1 
for 0 < t < S and r|5{t) = 0 for t > 25. Set 77|(s) = r/s(^|s|), where s is the 
normal coordinate to T/s. Let U4 denote the approximate solut ion constructed 
near the curve F / e in the coordinate (s i , S2, z), which was introduced in (4.1.34). 
We define our first global approximate solut ion to be simply 
W 二 # ) W 4 . (4.2.1) 
A A >^ -
For u = W + 4> where 小 globally defined in Qe, denote 
S{u) 二 〜u — u + vF i n 化. 
Then u satisfies (4.1.35) i f only i f 
L{4>) = - E - N { ^ ) in Qe, (4.2.2) 
w i t h boundary condit ion 
# + 5 ^ 二 0 on 靴， （4.2.3) 
on on 
where 
E = S{W), 
L{4>) = Ay4>-^ + pW^-'^, 
N{^) 二 {w + $y - w^ — pW^-^^. 
A 
We fur ther separate <j) in the fol lowing fo rm 
i> = ris4> + ^, 
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where in the coordinate {x,z) of the fo rm (4.1.42), we assume tha t (/> is defined 
in the whole S. Obviously, (4.2.2)-(4.2.3) is equivalent to the fol lowing problem 
Vls{^y4> - cj> + pVP—V) = 4[-N[rf35^ + 屯）一E — pW^-'^], (4.2.4) 
A y ^ - ^ + { l - r ] | ) p W ^ - ' ^ = -e^ l^y r j l , ) c f ) -2e{Vyr ) l s ) {Vy4>) (4.2.5) 
一 ( l-77|)7V(ry,^^ + > ^ ) - ( l - r / | ) ^ . 
On the boundary, we get 
^3 .|^ -^C- ' (4.2.6) 
f n + " M [ - o . _ 
The key observation is that , after solving (4.2.5) and (4.2.7), the problem can be 
transformed to the fol lowing nonlinear problem involving the parameter ^ 
i{^) 二 r ] | [ - N { ^ + 屯） - E — vW^-^^ in S, (4.2.8) 
^ + , | ^ ^ : = Oon dS. (4.2.9) 
an on 
Notice that the operator L i n Qe may be taken as any compatible extension 
outside 6S/e neighborhood of F/s in the set S and the operator d/dn may be 
taken as any compatible extension outside the QS/e neighborhood of T/e on the 
boundary dS . 
First , we solve ,given a small ¢, problem (4.2.5) and(4.2.7) for 屯.Assume 
now that ¢) satisfies the fol lowing decay property 
|V0(2/)I + \^{y)\ < e i "， i f b | > S/e, (4.2.10) 
for a certain constant 7 > 0. The solvabil i ty can be done in the fol lowing way: 
let us observe that VK is exponential ly small for |s| > 5/e, where s is the normal 
coordinate to T/e. Then the problem 
A ^ - [1 - (1 — v | ) p W ^ ' ^ ] ^ = h in n 。 
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a ^ ,1 ,,dW d r i “ 。。 
‘ = - ( 1 1 ) ‘ - ^ ^ — 礼 
has a unique bounded solut ion 屯 whenever ||/i||oo < + ⑷ . M o r e o v e r , 
|^||oo < c\\h\\^. 
Since N is power like w i t h power greater than one, a direct appl icat ion of con-
t rac t ion mapping principle yields tha t (4.2.5),(4.2.7) has a unique (small) solut ion 
屯 = ^ ( ( / ) ) w i t h 
||^(^|oo < CeMlLoo^lsi>5/e) + ||V0|U-(N>Vs) + e"^^1. (4.2.11) 
where |s| > d/e denotes the complement in Qe of d/e neighborhood of T/s. 
Moreover, the nonlinear operator 屯 satisfies a Lipschitz condit ion of the form 
|^(^l) - ^{h)Woo < Cs[W^i — h\\L^{\s\>5/e) + ||V^ l^ - ^¢2\\L^i\s\>S/s)]^ (4.2.12) 
Therefore, f rom the discussion above, the fu l l problem has been reduced to solving 
the fol lowing problem in S 
L2{4>) 二 4 [ - f ^ ^ + ^ m - E 一 vW^-^<^{4>)] in S, (4.2.13) 
® ( 0 ) + 7 7 f g = Oon dS, (4.2.14) 
for (j) G H^{S) satisfying condi t ion (4.2.10). Here L2 denote a linear operator 
tha t coincides w i t h L on the region |5| < 85/s, 03 denotes the outward normal 
derivatives of S tha t coincides w i t h outward normal d|dn of Cte on the region 
s| < 8J/s. 
The definit ions of these operators can be showed as follows. The operator L 
for |s| < %5|s is given in coordinates (x, z) by formula (4.1.42). We extend i t for 
funct ion 4> defined in the set S in terms of (x, z) as the fol lowing 
L2{(fy = Li{<j>) + x ( ^ k l ) ^ W in S, (4.2.15) 
where %(r) is a smooth cutoff funct ion which equal 1 for 0 < r < 10^, and 
vanishes for r > 206, Li and B^ are the operators defined in (4.1.59) and (4.1.44). 
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Simi lar ly , the boundary condit ions can be w r i t t e n as 
f x{elxl)D'M — ¢, + x{e\x\)Dl{W + ¢) = x{s\x\)gi on ^ 5 , ^^  ^.IS) 
[ X ( e W ) D g O ^ — ^ z + x{e \x \ )D^^{W + ¢) = x { ^ M ) g o on d^S, 
where the operators D l , D^ are defined i n (4.1.61),(4.1.62) and the operators 
DJ, Dg are defined i n (4.1.39),(4.1.40). 
Rather t h a n solving prob lem (4.2.13),(4.2.14), we deal w i t h the fo l lowing pro-
jec t ion problem: for the parameters /1 , / 2 , e i n F, f ind ing funct ions 4> G H^{S), 
~ > — 
c, d G 1/2(0,1), and constants 4，h,^o,爪1 such that 
L2W = -xEi - xN2W + c(ez)xV^ + d{ez)xZ i n S, (4.2.17) 
x{^M)Dl{^) - ¢ , + x(^l^l)^o(^ + ¢) = X{^\x\)gi + 4 x V i ^ + m i x Z on 达乂 
(4.2.18) 
x(e|x|)Dg((^) - (fc + x{^M)D^Q{W + ¢) 二 x(5^W)"o + “•川 + ^ o x Z on doS, 
(4.2.19) 
J ^Vw{x)dx 二 J 4>Zdx = 0 ,0 < z < - , (4.2.20) 
where N2{(|>) = N{^ + ^{¢)) + pWP-^^{4>). I n proposi t ion 4.4.1，we w i l l prove 
t h a t th is prob lem has a unique solut ion 4> whose no rm is control led by the L^ 
norm, not of E i , g i , go, bu t of the component E u , 902,9u- Moreover, ^ w i l l satisfy 
(4.2.10). 
A f te r th is has been done, our task is to adjust the parameters /1 , / 2 ,e such 
t ha t the funct ions c , c ^ , 4 , ^ , ^ o , ^ i are zeros. I t is equivalent to solving a non-
local, nonl inear second order system of di f ferent ial equations for ( /1 , /2 ,e ) w i t h 
boundary condit ions. I n the last section , we w i l l prove the system is solvable i n 
F. 
4.3 The invertibility of L2 
Let L2 be the operator defined in H^{S) by (4.2.13) and g^, gi be the funct ions in 
(4.1.63)-(4.1.63). Note tha t the func t ion x { ^ M ) is even i n the def in i t ion of L?. I n 
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th is section, we study the fol lowing linear problem: for given h G L^{S), go,gi G 
L2(M2)，finding functions ^ G H、S、, c,d G L^{0,1) and constant ioJumo,mi, 
such tha t 
L2((/)) = h + cx^w + dxZ in 5, (4.3.1) 
x { e \ x \ ) D l { ^ ) — (j>, + x { A A ) D l { W + 4>) = x [ A A ) 9 1 + ^ X V ^ + m i X ^ on d!S, 
(4.3.2) 
x{£\x\)Dl{4>) - 4>z + x{^M)D^Q{W + ¢) = x { ^M)9o + 4 x V i / ; + m o x Z on doS, 
(4.3.3) 
j ^Vw{x)dx = j 4>Zdx = 0, 0 < z < - . (4.3.4) 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.3.1. If 6 in the definition of L2 is chosen small enough and 
h e L^{S), then there exists a constant C > 0， independent of e, such that 
for all small £, the problem (4.3.1)-(4.3.4) has a unique solution 小=T2{h) which 
satisfies 
Hln2(s) < C'[||^I|L2(5) + lb02|k2 + ||"12"L2]. (4.3.5) 
Moreover, ifh,go,gi have compact supports contained in \x\ < 20S/e, then 
\^{x,z)\ + \V^{x,z)\ < UWooe-''^' (4.3.6) 
for \x\ > 碰 /已 
_ > ~* 
Proof. Note that X9oi, X9ii can be absorbed by iiX^w + mixZ and ioX^w + 
m o x Z , the problem can be wr i t ten as 
A . - . + pwP-i^ 二 一p ( M / P - i - i ( ; P - i ) ( ^ - X ^ W O + " 
+ c{sz)x^w + d{sz)xZ in S, 
¢ , = x ( e W ) Z ^ ( ^ + x{^lx])Dl{W + ¢) - x ( e W ) " i 2 + ^iX^yJ + m i x Z on diS, 
¢ , 二 X(eW)DgW>) + x ( ^ k l ) ^ o ( ^ + ¢) - x(^kl)Po2 + 4 x V i i ; + m o x Z on doS, 
j 0Viy(.T)cb = J 4)Zdx = 0, 0 < z < 全. 
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Let 
^ = Ti(h-p(WP-^-wP-^)-xB3W,Gi,Go), 
where 
5^iW = —xgi2 + x _ ) + xDl{w + 孙 
^⑷=-X902 + 乂咖 + xD'o{W + 0), 
and T i is the bounded operator defined in lemma 4.1.5. 
The key point is that the operator 
战 ⑷ = - X B M — P ( W P — i —川”—1)於 
is small i n the sense that 
|^4(^)||L2(5) < C'^||0|k2(5). 
Similar results hold for Go and G i . Hence the result can be derived by the 
inver t ib i l i ty conclusion of lemma 4.1.5 i f we choose S sufficiently small. 
Since x is supported on |x| < 2^5|e, then 小 satisfies for |x| > 2Q5/e a problem 
of the form 
205 1 
4hz + ~ 小 - ( 1 + o( l ) )0 = 0’ |x| > — , 0 < z < -
o W 
1 
^z = 0, z = - , 
^z = 0, z = 0. 
Hence, the val id i ty of formula (4.3.5) can be showed easily. 口 
4.4 Solving the nonlinear projected problem 
I n this section, we w i l l solve (4.2.17)-(4.2.20) in S. A first elementary, but crucial 
observation is the following : the te rm 
En = e^e"Z + eAoeZ 
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i n the decomposit ion of Ei, has precisely the form d{ez)Z and can be absorbed 
in tha t t e rm xd{sz)Z. Then, the equivalent equation on (3.17) is 
Ls((^) = xEu + xN2W + c{ez)x^w + d{ez)xZ. 
Similarly, we can also absorb the 0{e) in go and gi. 
Let T2 be the bounded operator defined by proposit ion 4.1. Then the problem 
(4.2.17)-(4.2.20) is equivalent to the fol lowing fixed point problem 
0 二 T2{xE12 + xN2m = 21(孙 （4.4.1) 
We collect some useful facts to find the domain of the operator 21 such that 21 
becomes a contract ion mapping. 
The big difference between E n and E u is their sizes. From (4.1.65) and(4.1.66) 
| | ^ | | L 2 ( s ) S c * £ 3 / 2 , (4.4.2) 
whi le E l l is only of size 0 ( e " 2 ) . Similarly, we have 
||"02||L2 + I M l L 2 k ? " . (4.4.3) 
The operator T2 has a useful property: assume h has a support contained in 
x| < 205/s, then 小 二 ％(A) satisfies the estimate 
1^ + | V ^ < |HI00e-2"e for |x| > A{)5|e. (4.4.4) 
Recall tha t the operator ^ { ¢ ) satisfies, as seen direct ly f rom its def ini t ion 
||^((/>)||oo < Ce[M + |V0||LOO(|:,|>2O5A) + e—〜], (4.4.5) 
and a Lipschitz condit ion of the form 
|^(0l) 一 ^(02)||oo < Ce[W^i - ¢2\\L^{\s\>5/e) + ||V01 — V |^|Loo(H><5/s)]. (4.4.6) 
Now, the facts above w i l l allow us to construct a region where contract ion map-
ping principle applies and then solve the problem (4.2.17)-(4.2.20). Consider the 
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fol lowing closed bounded subset 
T l = { ^ e H ^ { S ) , U W H ^ S ) < T f 3 / 2 , | | | ( ^ | + | V 0 | | | L ^ ( l x | > 4 O 5 / s ) < I H I i P ^ e — " ” . 
(4.4.7) 
We claim that i f the constant r is sufficiently large, then the map 21 is a contrac-
t ion mapping f rom Ti into itself. Let us analyze the Lipschitz character of the 
nonlinear operator involved in 2t for functions in © 
乂誦=xA^iO^ + W ^ + X P ^ P - i ^ W (4-4.8) 
= A ^ ( 0 ) + x p V P - i W ^ 
Note that Ni{ip) = v[{W + tifY'^ - W^-^]ip for some t G (0,1)，and we have the 
te rm \(p\^ i f p < 2. From here i t follows that 
iA i^(^ )i<c(i^ r+i^ n. 
Denoting Ss = 5^fK|a:| < 20^^}, we have that for 小 G Ti 
||i^2WllL2(s) < c[UWl,,^s) + Mlns) + II^WOII;(&) + ll^(^)lli^(5.)l-
Using Sobolev's embedding , we derive that 
l</>llL2p(5) + Mlns) ^ ^(Mnns) + 丨丨洲？/？⑶). 
Using estimate (4.4.4), the facts that cj) G X>, (4.4.3), that of the area of S5 is of 
order 0{5^ |e^) and Sobolev's embedding, we get 
W^mi2.^Ss) + W^WWh(Ss) < Ce—"11 + \W\HHS) + \W\HHS)]-
Hence, f rom the properties of W and ^ { ¢ ) we obtain 
||xiV2WllL2(s) < C(cJP/2? + s V ) . (4.4.9) 
As for the Lipschitz condit ion, after a direct calculation we find 
|A^l(^l) - N1{^2)WmS) < C'[ll^l|lL2p^5) + ll^llU^5) + ll^2||i2p%) + ll^2||L4(5). 
X [ | | ( /?1 — ^ 2 | U 2 p ( 5 ) + l k l — ^ 2 | | L 4 ( 5 ) . . 
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Hence, 
IIN2(<PI) - N2(<P2)IIL2(S) < IINI(<PI + W(<PI)) - NI (<P2 + w(<pI))IIL2(S8) 
+ IINI (<P2 + W(<PI)) - NI (<P2 + w(<p2))IIL2(S8) 
< v( 11 <PI - <p211 L2p(S) + 11 <PI - <p211 L4(S») 
+ v(II\lJ(<PI) - w(<p2)IIL2P(S) + 11\lJ(<PI) - \lJ(<p2)IIL4(S»), 
where v = VI + V2 with 
Vl = II~zlli;;(s) + II~zlIL4(S) + Ilw(<Pl)lli;;(s) + 11\lJ(<pl)IIL4(S)· 
Arguing as above and using the Lipschitz dependence of \lJ and <P, it can be 
derived 
IlxN2(<PI) - XN2(<P2)IIL2(S) < C(c3(p_-I)/27P-1 + c3/ 27)II<PI - <p21IH2(S). (4.4 .10) 
Now, we can find the solution of (4.4.1) in the sequel. Let <P E 1) and v = 2l(<p). 
Then from (4.4.2),(4.4.3) and (4.4.9) 
IlvIIL2(S) < IIT211[c*c3/ 2 + C7Pc3p/ 2 + C72c3]. 
Choosing any number 7 > C* IIT211, we get that for small c 
Ilv IIH2(S) ~ 7c3/ 2. 
From (4.4.4) 
Illvl + IVv IIILOO(lxl>40c5/c) < IIvll ooe-2c5/c < II v IIH2(s)e- c5/c. 
Therefore, v E 1). 2l is clearly a contraction mapping thanks to (4.4.10) and we 
can conclude that (4.4.1) has a unique solution in 1). 
The error EI2 and the operator T2 itself carry the function fi and e as parame-
ters. For future reference, we should consider their Lipschitz dependence on these 
parameters. (4.1.68) is just the Lipschitz dependence of the error EI2 on these 
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parameters. The other task can be realized by careful and direct computat ions 
of al l terms involved in the dif ferent ial operator which w i l l show this dependence 
is indeed Lipschitz w i t h respect to the H^ norm. 
W i t h i n the operator, consider for instance the fol lowing t e rm involv ing f-
QfX4>) = ^ V ; > x , -
Then, we have 
l l % _ L ^ 0 s ) S d [' lfm^d9{sup [ \¢,^{x,z)\^dx). 
Jo ^ '' 
Let 
/i(z) = J l^j:X^,z)l^dx. 
Then, 
supfj,{z) < £ J l^xi{X: z)l^dx+^ J \¢：,X^,z)\^dx + ^ J \4>xiz\^dx, 
and we obta in 
f^{z) < C^"^||</>||H2(5). 
Therefore, 
lQfiWh^{s) < CeWfWa. 
Similar estimates can be appl ied to the other terms in the operator involv ing f ' . 
For the linear operator 7^, we have the fol lowing Lipschitz dependence 
| | T 2 ( / l ) - T 2 ( / 2 ) | | < C ^ | | / i - / 2 | | a -
Moreover, the operator A^ also has Lipschitz dependence on ( / i , /2’ e), I t is easily 
checked that for 小 G 2), we have 
WxN2,ih,e,)W — xN2,ih,e,)WW < Ce ' / ' [Wh - /2||a + ||ei - e2||6l. 
Hence, f rom the fixed point characterization we get tha t 
m f u e , ) - ¢ { f l , e 2 ) \ \ H ^ s ) < ^ ^ ' / ' [ l l / i - M l a + l l e i - e s l W - (4.4.11) 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4.4.1. There is a number r > 0，such that for alle small satisfying 
(1.0.23) and all parameter in F, problem (4.2.17)-(4-2.20) has a unique solution 
<j), which satisfies 
Wln^iS) < re^^^, 
\ W + | V ( / ) | | | L ^ ( | x | > 4 0 5 / e ) < \ W \ H ^ { S ) ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ -
Moreover, cp depends Lipschitz continuously on the parameters fi,e in the sense 
of the estimate (5.12). 
4.5 Estimates of the projection against Vw and 
Z 
As we mentioned in section 4.3, in the next part of the paper,we w i l l set up the 
~* —* 
equations for the parameters f and e which are equivalent to making c, d, 4 , 4 , 爪 0 ’ 爪1 
zero in the system (4.2.17)-(4.2.20). These equations are obtained by simply inte-
grat ing the equation (4.2.17)-(4.2.19) (only in x) against Vw and Z respectively. 
Using the equations of w and Z and the formula (4.2.20) and the fact that x is 
even in the variable x, i t is easy to derive the fol lowing equations 
[ [ x E i + x N 2 W + x B s W + P i ^ ^ ~ ' — w^-')4>]w,,dx = 0, (4.5.1) 
JR^ 
[ [ x E , + x N 2 W + X B M + P ( ^ P - i - w^-')c|>]Zdx = 0， (4.5.2) 
JR^ ‘ 
[ [ x 9 i - xDl{4>{x, - ) ) + x D l [ ^ [ x , l ) ) ] w , J x = 0, (4-5.3) 
jR2 已 已 
[ [ X 9 ^ — x D ' M x , 0)) + xD',[4>{^. m ^ x , d x = 0, (4.5.4) 
JR^ 
[ [ X ^ — xDMx^ - ) ) + xDMx, l))]Zdx = 0， (4.5.5) 
jR2 £ 已 
[[X90 - xDM^^ 0)) + xDM^^ 0))]Zdx = 0’ （4.5.6) 
jR2 
for i = 1，2. 
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I t is therefore of crucial impor tance to carry out computat ions o f t h e estimates 
of the terms / EiW^,,dx and f EiZdx and simi lar ly, some other terms invo lv ing 
4>. 
4.5.1 estimates for the projection of the error 
I n th is section we carry out some estimates for the terms 
J EiWxidx and J EiZdx. 
For the parameters ( / i , /2, e) sat isfy ing (4.1.41) and(4.1.53), denote by he, ^ = 1, 2 
un i fo rm ly bounded continuous funct ions of the fo rm 
hie = hie{z, f{ez), e{ez), f'、£z\ e'{ez)), 
where h2e is un i fo rm ly L ipschi tz in i ts four last argument. Let a i { z ) be the smooth 
bounded funct ions depending only on z. 
Fi rs t , mu l t i p l y i ng (4.1.63) by w：,. and in tegrat ing over the variable x , using 
the decomposi t ion of Ei (4.1.64) and the fact tha t the funct ions Z and ^ are bo th 
even i n x whi le w^. is odd i n 工“ we obta in 
/ fhWxi = / ^i2Wx, 
Ju^ J 
= J S{w + ¢1)^0,, + J e{B2,{eZ) + Bs{s$))w,, + J ep[{w + ( / > i f — wP'^]{eZ + 4—而 
+ J K —('⑴ + 4>iY — p('w + ^if'H^eZ + e'0)l'^., 
=/1 + h + h + h-
We calculate these terms as follows. From(4.1.51) and the fact t ha t 4h2 is even 
i n the variable x ,h can be rewr i t ten as 
h = j S{w + ^i)w:,^ 
= J S{w)w^, + B3(01—x, + No{^i)W:,, 
=hi + h2 + Ii3-
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From the fo rmu la (4.1.44) ,we get 
111 = J S{w)w:,^dx 
= - s ' f i J < d x 
+2d J Yl{oiDij^Q + pDijifi)sjW:,,a:^W:j:Jldx 
+£2 j ^{aDii(po + pDii^i)w^.w^ifjdx 
+ M E / : l A 2 + ! 6 i o 
i 
/i2 二 J B3[^i)Wxidoc 
=-2e^ Y^ f l J{A'Z^^ + 4>u,zx,)wx,dx 
-2e^ 5 ^ j [ o i D i j ^ + pDijipi)sj{A'Z^, + ^i2,zx,)wa:idx 
-e^ Y , J(c^Az^o + pDii^i){A'Z + ^i2,z)w:cidx 
+e2+i(6i, + ; ^ 6 2 e + E ^ . 
i i 
Since ¢1 is even i n the var iable x , i t fol lows t h a t 
/13 二 0. 
I n the terms of /2’ since the terms i n s^B^ (^ ) is of order 0 (e^ ) , we only need to 
clieck B3(eZ). 
/2 = P t / / e ^ + M e 6 A 2 , 2 e + X > : k + E ^ + ^ ' ^ 
i i 
Obviously, since ¢1 is even in the variable x 
/3 + I4 二 0. 
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Therefore we conclude that 
j E , w ^ , = - e ' f / | w l d a : (4。5-7) 
+ 2e^ J ^{aDij(fio + PDijifi)SjW:,,a:^W^Jkdx 
+£2 J ^{aDii(fo + pDiiifi)w:,/Wa:Jjdx 
— 2 ? ^ f ; J{A'Z,, + ^i2,zx>x,dx 
-2e^ ^ j{aDij<^o + POij^i)sj{AZ^, + 4>u,zxi)wxidx 
-e^ J 2 j { o ^ D i i ( f o + pDii^i){A'Z + +u,z)w^doc 
+ A h e + E / : h j E ^ 
i i 
+ e 2 + | ( ^ e ' + e=V0. 
Next, mul t ip ly ing (4.1.63) by Z and integrat ing over the variable x and using 
the decomposition of E i in (4.1.64), we get 
J EiZdx = J EuZdx + j EuZdx, 
where 
J EuZdx = £^e" + Ao^e, 
jEuZda: = j s [ w + (h)Zdoc 
+ J { s B , { e Z ) ^ e ^ B s m Z d x 
+e^ J { k — l)$Zdx 
^sp J[{w + ^iY'^ - wP-']{eZ + e4>)Zdx 
+ J [ul - {w + chY - p{w + 4>if-^eeZ + s^^)]Zdx 
=Ji + J2 + J3 + J4 + Jb-
The detailed computations for these terms are listed in the following: the formula 
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(4.1.51) gives 
J i = j S{w + ^i)Zdx 
= j S{w)Zdx + j Bs{4>i)Zdx 
+ J [ ( i y + ^iY - wP - pw^-^4>i]Zdx 
=Jll + Jl2 + ^13-
We deal w i t h the component of J i i n the sequel The expression (4.1.44) and the 
propert ies of i ts components of S {w) give 
J i i = J S{w)Zdx 
二 2 d J Yl{o^Dijipo + PDijifi)xjW:,,:,^Zfldx 
+£2 J Y^{aDiiip^ + pDiiipi)w^JjZdx 
+ s 2 + ^ e + E # ^ ' 6 i 6 , 
Ji2 二 j Bs{^i)Zdx 
二 —2 ? J j y ^ D i j ^ + /^Dij<^i)[Xj + f j ) { A ' Z , , + (|>i2,z.^Zdx 
一一 / X ^ ( a A _ + f5Duifi){A'Z + ch2,z)Zdx 
+ ^ l e ’ 
Ji3 二 j No{^i)Zdx 
二 lsMP - 1) J ^^~\^Z + ^ufZdx + 一 + ^ e 
3 
==s^a41(z) + e^^4b:^^. 
I n the t e rm of J2, since the te rm e ^ B ^ W is of order 0 (c^ ) , we shall only need to 
consider Bs{eZ), 
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h = -2e^e' J Y,{aDij^o + PDijipi){xj + fj)Z,,Zdx 
—eV J Y,{aDuifo + f^Dii^i)Z^dx 
+ e'^Ke + e'+hue' + s'^h,,e" + 6'^h^, ^ ^ / f . 
i 
We denote 
J3 = £2 J(允 _ l)^(x, Z)dx 二 £2«42(20. 
Since ¢1 is of size 0{e), f rom the assumption on e, then we get 
J4 + J5 = e " p [ p - l ) e J ^ w P - 2 [ A Z + ch2)Z2dx 
+ * 2 — 1 ) " J { w + ^^r'Z'dx 
+ ^ l e 
二 P a 3 ( : ) e + £2+ ^ i e 
where 
a3{z) = a3 + a3, (4.5.8) 
a3 = p(p - 1 ) J w^-^AZ^dx, 
a3 = p{p — 1) j w^-^^uZ^dx. 
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Therefore ,we conclude tha t 
J EiZdx = s'e' + eXoe + e^as{z)e + s'a^{z) (4.5.9) 
+ 2^2 J ^{aDij(fo + PDijipi>0xiXkZfkdx 
+ s ^ j ^{aDii^o + pDii^i)w^JjZdx 
一 W J J 2 ( a D i j ^ + PDijipi){xj + f j ) { A ' Z , , + ^u,zx^x 
-£^ j Y,{aDiiipo + pDuipi){A'Z + ^i2,z)Zdx 
— 2 ^ ' e ^ J Y,{aDijifo + PDijipi){xj + fj)Z%Zdx 
—s^e'j Y,{aDii^o + PDim)Z^dx 
+ £ 2 + i ‘ + # | 6 i Z + # ! 6 i Z + d + f 6 i e ^ / r , 
i 
where 2 
a , { z ) = ^ a , i { z ) . (4.5.10) 
i=l 
4.5.2 projection of terms involving 0 
We w i l l est imate the terms tha t involve (/> i n (4.5.1)-(4.5.2) integrated against the 
funct ions Vw and Z in the variable x. Concerning w^,, we denote by A((/>) the 
sum of these terms, which can be decomposed as A((/>) 二 E l ^ i ^ ^ W -
Let A1(e2) = JxB3{4))w:,1dx. We make the fol lowing observation: al l terms 
in B3(J>) carry e and involve powers of x t imes derivatives of 1,2 orders of ¢. The 





We shall analyze the propert ies of the operator A i act ing on the parameters 
( / 1 J 2 , e ) in H2(0 ,1 ) . We single out two less regular terms which are operators 
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depending Lipschitz continuously on ( / i , /2, e). The one whose coefficient depends 
on / " expl ic i t ly has the form 
2 r 3 , 
A i * - - q / r / l g ( J ) 2 - l 
- J 2 ( a D i j ( f Q + pDijipi){aDikipo + PDik^i)sjSk]w^,dx 
-Pg/r/^(@_l 
- ^ { a D i j ( p o + pDij(fi){aDik(fo + PDik^fl)SjSk]Wa:i)a:,dx. 
Since ^ has Lipschitz dependence on ( /1 ,/2 ,e) in the form (4.4.11), we derive 
that 
| | A i * ( / i , e i ) - A1.(/2,e2)|U^(0,i) < Ce'^^lWfi — /2||a + ||ei — e2|W. (4.5.12) 
Another one comes f rom the second derivative of ^ in z 
r 3 A 
Ai** = X I / < t > z z [ J 2 ( ^ y — 1 — Y ^ { a D i j i ^ o + pD i j i p i ) { aD ik^o + pDik^)S jSk]w^da; . 
i J j=i 釣 
Then 
| | A i * . ( / i , e i ) — A1..(/2,e2)|U2(0,i) < Ce'[Wfi — /2||a + ||ei — e2|k]. (4.5.13) 
For fixed e, the reminder A： - A i * — Ai** actually defines a compact operator of 
the parameters / “ e f rom H^{0 ,1 ) into L^(0,1) . This is consequence of the fact 
that weak convergence in H^{S) implies local strong convergence in H^{S), and 
the same is the case for H^{0 ,1) and C^(0,1) . I f J) and e) are bounded sequence 
in H^(0 ,1 ) , then clearly the functions ( j) [ f j , Cj) constitute a bounded sequence in 
H^{S), I n the above reminder we can integrate by parts once in x i f necessary. 
Averaging against w^i ,which decay exponentially, localizes the si tuat ion and the 
desired result follows. 
We also observe that h^2、£z) 二 f xN2Wwx1dx can be estimated similarly. 
Using the definit ion of A^2(0) and the exponential decay of w^i, we get 
|A2||L2(o,i) < Ce2||(/)||^2(5) < Ce^. 
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/v 
Let us consider A3(ez) = / xp [Wr i - ^^P_ i ]0^o : , c^a ; . Since W 二 t^+( /> i+eeZ+e ¢2 
and ¢1 + seZ can be estimate as 
s\eZ\ + \Mx,z)\<Cse-^^^^, 
we obta in tha t for some a > 0, the fol lowing un i form bound holds 
|(M/P-i — u)P-^)w,,l < Cee-"l^l. 
From here we find tha t 
\\A3\\LHo,i)<Ce^^^MHHS)<Cs\ 
These two terms A2,A3 also define compact operators simi lar ly as before. We 
observe tha t exactly the same estimates can be carried out in the terms obtained 
f rom integrat ion against Z. 
4.5.3 projection of errors on the boundary 
I n this section we compute the project ion of the error on the boundary. The 
main errors on the boundary integrated against w^i and Z in the variable x can 
be calculated as the following: 
- | g,w^,dx = e j ( J ^ D i m f i + f l > l d x + 0(e% 
- J goW,,dx = e J C^ Dimfi + f > l d x + 0{e^), 
- J g i Z d x 二 - 6 : V ( l ) + X ^ e ' e J Du^iXiZ^,Zdx + 0{e'), 
— jgoZdx = - 6 : V ( 0 ) + ^ e ' e J Du^oXiZ,,Zdx + 0{e^). 
Higher order errors can be proceeded as follows: 
J Dl{^{x,^))w:,,dx 
= J ^ e{DijipiSj^:,, + 4>:,J'^w^,dx + 全£2 Y^ % f c V 9 i S f c ~ ( f c , — 
-g^y^ J Dij(piDik(fiSjSk^zWxidx 
二 0 ( 办 
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J D',{<P{x,^))w,,dx 
=jls(DijifQSj^xi+(|):cif)^xidoc 
+le2^Dijk^SkSjliWxidx-e2Y^ J DijipoDik^oSjSk^zWa:,dx 
= 0{si). 
Similarly, we can get that 
J Dl{cP{x,^))Zdx = 0{el)J D|{c|>{x,0))Zdx = 0{sl), 
J Dl^Wzidx = 0(s'), J D',{c|>)w,,dx = 0(e'), 
j Dl{^)Zdx = 0(e'), J Dl{ct>)Zdx = 0{e^). 
4.6 The system for (/1,/2,e):proof of the theo-
rem 
Using the estimates in the previous section, we find the fol lowing nonlinear,nonlocal 
system for differential equations for the parameters ( /1 , /2 ,e) in the variable 
e = sz: 
„ ,,厂 Wxi Zx. dx 
聊 : = f ^ ^ 2 A ' f [ L ^ ^ 
= A ^ i e + e ^ M i & 
聊 : = /^' + 2 " / ; ¾ ^ 
= 越 £ + £ 營 财 2 , , 
0 
L*3(e) := s V + Aoe + sa3 ( - )e 
- s a 4 ( - ) + M3e^e'^^M3e, ^ 
w i t h boundary conditions 
m + [〜仍！/⑴ + M l U , e) = 0, (4.6.1) 
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f { 0 ) + [Dij^o]f{0) + Mo'(/, e) 二 0, (4-6.2) 
e^l ) + ^ \ D u ^ i e { l ) + M ° ( / , e) = 0, (4.6.3) 
i 
e\0) + Y^ ^Ai^oe(0) + M ° ( / , e) = 0, (4.6.4) 
i 
where f = ( / i , / 2 , ’ and Mie, M2e is defined in equation 4.5.7, and M3e is defined 
in 4.5.9, and a3,a4 are smooth functions defined in (4,5.8),(4.5.10) respectively. 
M j are some terms of order 0{e^). The operators Mi^ can be decomposed in the 
fol lowing form 
Mie 二 Aie + Kie, 
where Ki^ is un i formly bounded in L^{0,1) for ( / i , /2, e) in F and is also compact. 
The operator Ai^ is Lipschitz in this region, and 
| | 4 ( / i， e i ) — 4 ( / ; e 2 ) | | L 2 ( o , i ) < C [ | | / i - / l l l a + l | e i - e 2 | | 6 l - (4.6.5) 
Since al l the terms in 7 ¾ has the factor a , /?, by Taylor expansion, i t can be 
shown tha t they are Lipschitz in the region F . We compute one te rm in M ^ for 
example: 
J aw^.Wo:Jjdx = j rja{0 + ( a — l )^o)w: ,^W:,J jdx 
= J { r ] a { 0 ) + Or-^(6>)(a - l)e^Dij(foSiSj)W:rjW:,Jjdx 
二 fi J Vawl^dx + e'+ihe. 
and since a = e i , we have 
I I / ( jvawlMlL^<eqMa (4.6.6) 
for some small constant p. Another t e rm is 
J a{A'Z^¢l2Z)w：,^dx. 
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Since Z, ¢12 has exponential decay in the variables x, i t can be shown by Taylor 
expansion that i t is of order 0 (e^+ t ) . So we get that 
| | M i . ( / i , e i ) — MUf2, e2)|| < e'[Wh — /2||a + ||ei — ^ | W . (4.6.7) 
Before solving (4.6.1)-(4.6.4), some basic facts about the invert ib i l i ty of the 
corresponding linear operators are derived, First ly, we consider the fol lowing prob-
lem 
f f " ( e ) + 2 A ' m ^ f i ^ = h, 
J 2J1 
< n i ) + [D,mifW = 0. (4-6.¾ 
f { 0 ) + [A , - ^o ] / (0 ) = 0. 
v 
L e m m a 4.6.1. Under the non degenerate condition (1.0.2), i f h G L^(0,1)，then 
there is a constant e。，for each 0 < e < £。sat is fy ing (1.0.23), the problem (4-6.8) 
~* 
has a unique solution f G H^{0,1) which satisfies ||/||a < C'||^IU2(0,1)-
Proof. Under the non degenerate condit ion (1.0.2), the existence part comes f rom 
the a pr ior i estimate and the cont inui ty method. Hence we focus on the proof 
of the estimate. There exists an orthonormal basis of [ 2 (0 ,1 ) consti tuted by 
vector eigenfunctions { ^ } , associated to the eigenvalues {Cn}, of the fol lowing 
eigenvalue problem 
/ + Cy = 0, 0 < ^ < 1 , 
y { l ) + [ D i j i p i W ) = 0， 
y\0) + [D^j<fo]y{0) = 0. 
The result in [23] shows that as n — 00, 
y a = n7T + 0 ( - ) . (4.6.9) 
y~h 
I t is easy to see that there exist a positive constant C such that | ‘ | < Cn for al l 
n G N. We then expand 
00 
h{9) = Y,Kyn{0), 
n=0 
ASCHAPTER 4. LAYER CONCENTRATIONS IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL DOMAIN 
OO 
m = J2anyr,{0), 
n=0 
X ^ ; ^ = g _ 
/ wi^ dx ^ 
J ^1 n—O 
Now, we est imate the Fourier coefficients above. Let 
^nl{0)= rsin(As)2M(S)^/s,$n,2W= f COs{^s)yn{s)ds. 
Jo S Jo £ 
Using the fo l lowing formula, the equat ion for y^, and in tegra t ing by par ts twice 
$n,i(^) = - ^ f [ s m { - s ) ] " y ^ { s ) d s . 
Ao Jo ^ 
We can get 
| 續 < ^ ¾ ¾ . (4.6.10) 
Simi la r l y , i t can be der ived 
^ ^ ) 1 < ¾ ¾ ¾ . (4-6.11) 
F rom the gap cond i t ion (1.0.23) and the expression of A'{z) 
2 A [ ^ ) ^ ^ ; f f ' 二 i ^ . s i n ( ^ ^ ) + K — 〜 , £ J W^dcc € s 
where Ka, Kb are parameters depending on £, wh ich are also bounded by universal 
constant independent of e. Hence 
K = Ka [' f . K , i d e + K, f f'K^de. 
Jo Jo 
In tegra t ing once by parts and using (4.6.10)-(4.6.11), we ob ta in 
| 6 , | S ^ ^ ^ ^ { | | / l k 2 + | | / | k 2 + ||/^||L2}. 
Ao - £^ Cn 
F r o m the equat ion 
— CnAn + bn — h^, 
and the estimates of the Fourier coefficients bn, we get 
hn Ce{en + 1) , , i 
|ttn| S 7" + 7 ^ z ^ { f L2 + J L2+ h L^l-
U U 0^ — £、n 
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Therefore, f rom the asymptotic expression of Cn in (4.6.9)，we get 
||/||i2 + imii2 < C\\h\\l. 
n2g2(gn + l )2 2 , f/ 2 , L 2 1 
+ ^ 入 。 - £ 2 “ | “ 斷 + 隨 2 + 丨 附 ， 
where the positive constant C , does not depend on e. From the asymptotic 
expression of Cn, there exists a positive constant £0 such that , for al l positive 
£ < 60, there holds 
V ^ — <——3^-^ X { m a x ( l , A o ) } " ^ . 
乙 Q — i o o o a ^ 
2e^Cn>Xo “ 
For al l positive £ < So satisfying (1.0.23) elementary analysis w i l l imply the 
fol lowing estimates 
• n V ( s n + l)^ < 1 
, , ^ 3 , a ( A o - s ^ n ) ^ - ^ ' 
2 s ^ ( n > 3 A o 
• n V ( g n + l ) ^ z 1 _ 
A � < 2 f e < 3 A � ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — ‘ ， 
V - n V ( g n + l)^ zpr 
i ； 。 ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
Since 
i i r i u ^ < c ( i i / i i u ^ + i i / i iL^ + i i / M , (4.6.1¾ 
the final result follows. 口 
Secondly, we consider the fol lowing problem 
e"e" + ca3 ( - )e + Aoe(^) 二 g(0), (4.6.13) 
^ 
e W + E j D ^ ( i ) = o' 
i 
• ) + [ “ ^ e ( 0 ) = 0. 
i 
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L e m m a 4.6.2. If g G :2(0,1)， then for all small s satisfying (1.0.23) there 
is a unique solution e G H^(0,1) to the above problem which satisfies ||e||{, < 
C^"^lbllL2(o,i)- Moreover, i f g G H^{0,1), then 
e2||e"||i2(o,i) + ||e'||L2(o,i) + ||e||L^ < C^IMIi/2(o,i). 
Proof. Let { x ^ } be an orthonormal eigenfunction basis of L^(0,1) , associated to 
the eigenvalues 俗 } , of the fol lowing eigenvalue problem 
/ + b = O , O < 0 < l , 
畑 + [ 丢 仪 奶 " ( 1 ) = 0， 
i 
y\o)^Y.^Du^oy{o) = o, 
i 
then,denote E t i D i _ 二 ko, E l i Du^pi ==知’ the result in ([23]) shows that 
nr , ki — ko , � 1 � A = A i + T + o ( ^ )， 
Xfc = cos{k7r6) - ^^1^6sin{kn9) - ^ sin(A;^^) + 0 ( ^ ) . 
We expand 
oo oo 
g{9) 二 X > & . A ( A <^ ) = Y,akXk{6), 
fc=0 fc-0 
n ⑷ Q ° ° 
as(-)e(^) = ^ CkXk[0), a^{-)e{6) 二 ^  CkXk{0), c^ = c^ + c , . 
e k=0 s fc=o 
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Now we can use (4.6.14) to calculate the coemcients Ck 




+ h j : sm{^e) cos{k7Te)e{9)de + O(i)||e||oo 
二 i b ( i s i n [ ( 4 - f c 7 r ) % ( O ^ ^ 0 
2 Jo ^ 
+ h , [ ' s m [ { ^ + k7r)6]e{e)de 
2 Jo ^ 
+ \ f cos[(^ - ki:)e]e[e)de 
2 Jo ^ 
+ lka t c o s [ ( ^ + k7^)e]e{e)dO + 0 ( ^ | | e | U 
2 Jo ^ ^ 
4 _ 1 
= ^ ^ + <^(^)l|e||oo-
i = l 
Using the fol lowing formula, the equation for e and integrt ing by parts twice, we 
have 
,H = _ i ^ [ ^ — M—2 / ' [ s i n [ ( ^ — k7rWe(0)dO. � 1 2 L e Jo 5 
Hence, 
- < c 6 
c � i — kii£\kiT — V ^ / ^ | 
Similar estimates hold for other terms as well: 
< c e ⑴ 
c、2 ""A;7re|A:7r + y ^ / e | , 
- < C e c�3 - kiie\kiJ： - A^o/£| , 
_ C 
CkA < 1 ；~";~~7Y=77 e L°°, 
k7ve k7T + v ^ o / s 
Add ing the last four estimates, we obtain 
1 匚 、 丨 谓 時 2 傳 | + > 丨 丨 〜 ’ 
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\ck\ = p{p-l)l [ [ w^-^4>uZ^eCkdxd6l 
Jo JR2 
< ||e||^oc [ [ \wP-^Z^^i2\dxde 
~ Jo JR2 
< Ce||e||Loo, 
Using the equation 
e^^kCik + £Cfc + Aoflfc = gk, 
we get 
^ / g|^ fcl + M (4.6.14) 
'"^1 - | A o - s ^ | 
< l^ fel I ^ I I ^ IU I 己丨丨已丨丨⑷ 
|Ao-e^Cfc| /c|Ao-e^fc| 2kne\k7i - v%AII^ - ^^Cfc 
+ ^^ 6 00 
|Ao-e2(fc| 
< — ^ , l k l U + 丨丨已丨丨⑴ 
- | A o - e ^ | A ; | v ^ A - V 5 l 2 f c 7 r s | f c 7 T - v % M v % / p V ^ 
+ £ 6 00 
|Ao 一 ^ ¾ . 
From the gap condit ion (1.0.23), we have 
| A o - e % | > C s . (4.6.15) 
Using the asymptotic expression of Cfc in (4.6) and the gap condit ion, we derive 
V ？ _ < C6 | ln5 | , (4.6.16) 
^ u ^ _ ./T7 
V^/{2e)<V^<V^7e ^ e V、fc 
V 7 ^ - ^ ~ " ~ - < C c | l n e | , (4.6.17) 
^ 2k7TF kn 一 ^  ^ — \/K 
v^/(2e)<v^<3v^/(2e) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - . ^ ^ ^ ' 
Combining (4.6.14)-(4.6.17), some elementary calculus gives 
|e|!Loo < Cy^|gfc| < Ce\ lnc|.l|e||L~ + ^'^WgWh^-
Hence, 
\ \ e \ \ L - < C e - ' \ \ g U 2 . (4.6.18) 
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M u l t i p l y i n g the f i rst equat ion i n (4.6.13) by e and in tegra t ing by parts, and then 
using (4.6.18), we can get 
e\\e'\\L^ <Ce-^ \ \ g \ \ L^ . (4.6.19) 
The rest of the est imate can be derived easily. • 
Under the gap cond i t ion and (1.0.23), we can solve the fo l lowing prob lem 
s V + Aoe(^) = ^ ( ^ ) , 
已‘⑴ + E l D i m e ( l ) = 0, 
i 
e'(0) + [ ^ A i ^ o e ( 0 ) = 0. 
i 
T h e existence par t comes f r o m the a p r io r i est imate and the cont inu i ty method. 
Th i rd l y , we consider the fo l lowing system 
‘L{f^e) = ( L U / i ) , i ^ / 2 ) , L g ( e ) ) = ( ^ W , ^ W , ^ W ) , 0 < 0 < 1 , 
/ X i ) + [ 〜 ^ ] / ( i ) = f i， 
< /'(0) + [A,V^o]/(0) 二 4 $6-2¾ 
e ' ( i ) + E i | A i ^ i e ( i ) = r ; , 
、e\o) + E i i A m ) _ = r g , 
where Fj- are some constant. 
L e m m a 4 .6 .3 . Under the non degenerate condition (1.0.2)，if hi,g G 1/2(0,1)， 
then there exists 6o > 0 such that for all 0 < e < £o satisfying (1.0.23), there is 
a umque solution ( / i , /2, e) in H\0,1) to the prohlem (16.20) which satisfies 
| / | | a + ||e||6 < C[\\h\\L^O,l) + £ — l|M|L2(0，l) + X^ |r)l • 
iJ 
Proof. Under the non degenerate condi t ion (1.0.2), and the gap condi t ion (1.0.23), 
there exist /0 and e。satisfying 
f i ; = o, 
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s^eQ + Aoeo = 0, 
/ ' W + [A , . v^ i ] / ( i ) = f i , 
/ ( o ) + [A,-^o]/(0) = f J , 
^ + E ^ ^ ^ e ( i ) = r?， 
i 
? ( o ) + E ^ � ^ e ( o ) = r } 
i 
Sett ing f = / + / 0 ’ e = e + eo to the system (4.6.20), the final conclusion can be 
derived f rom lemma 4.6.1 and 4.6.2. • 
Proof. Let e solve 
Ll{e) 二 ea4, 0 < 6 < 1, 
卯 ) + E ^仇外谷⑴二 0, 
% 
s'W + E ^ ^ _ = o. 
i 
By lemma 4.6.2, we get 
|e||6 < Ce. 
Setting e = e + e ,the system (4.6.1)-(4.6.4) keeps the same form except that the 
te rm ea4 disappears .Let ( / i , /2，e) G F and define 
( / i i ( / , e ) , ^ ( / , e ) , ^ ( / , e ) = (M；,(/, e) + c ^ ^ i , ( / , e) + e l R U L ^ , (4-6.21) 
i ^ e ( / , e) + e t A 2 . ( / , e) + e i K U f ; 句 ， 脑 , e ) + 己工+曼而已(/’ e) + s ' ^ i K s e { L 句)， 
r j = M j ( / , g ) . 
From (4.6.5),(4.6.7) ’ e iA ie ,Mie are contraction mapping of their argument in 
F . By Banach contraction mapping theorem and lemma 7.3, we can solve the 
nonlinear problem 
L(/1,/2,e) = (LU/1),L*2(/2),L*3(e)) = (h1,h2,g), 
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w i t h the boundary condi t ion defined i n (4.6.21) on the region F.Hence, we can 
define a new operator T from F to F by T ( / 1 , , / 2 , e ) 二 (f1,f2,e). Finding a 
solut ion to the prob lem (4.6.1)-(4.6.4)is equivalent to locat ing a fixed point of T. 
Schauder's f ixed po in t theorem applies to finish the proof of i ts existence. Other 
propert ies of Ue i n theorem 1.1 can be showed easily. 口 
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